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Introduction
 
he problem of detecting a radar signal, known up to a scaling factor,
in the presence of disturbance with unknown spectral properties, has
gained more and more attention during the last two decades, and, over the
years, several solutions have been proposed. The detection is often performed
in overland or littoral environment where the ground clutter can be quite se-
vere and in the presence of hostile electronic countermeasures, or jamming.
The radar needs to posses the capability to suppress both clutter and jamming
to near or below the noise level. In this way the sensitivity of the radar is fully
used in signal environments containing unwanted interference. The detection
is based on the analysis of the echo of some transmitted signals. Fig. 1 shows
the possible configurations of a radar system [1, 2, 3]. A monostatic radar
refers to a radar system which has the transmitter and the receiver located at
the same site. It has been the most widely used radar since it was developed
in the late 1930s, primarily because it is easier to operate and usually - but
not always - performs better than bistatic radar [4]. Airborne early warning
(AEW) radar is an example of an airborne monostatic radar. Although mono-
static means stationary, in airborne radar engineering it is used to address an
individual radar system. The bistatic radar is a radar operating with sepa-
rated transmitting and receiving antennas. This configuration presents some
advantages respect to the monostatic one. First of all, the airborne bistatic
radar, based on two airborne antennas, one used as transmitter and the other as
receiver, allows the exploration of a enemy zone in “safe” mode; in fact, the
receiving antenna, that operates in passive mode, doesn’t send any electromag-
netic signal and thus it is not detectable. Being in passive mode, the receiving
antenna is also more immune to the jammers [5]. Another advantage, evident
for the Over-The-Horizon (OTH) radar, is the improvement of the radar hori-
zon. The electromagnetic wave tends to travel in straight line. This limits the
radar horizon due to the Hearth curvature. Using separated sites for transmitter
and receiver and exploiting the ionosphere reflection, it follows that the radar
xi
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Figure 1: Different types of radar.
horizon is bigger than that of a monostatic radar, as depicted in Fig. 2. When
two or more receiving sites with common (or overlapping) spatial coverage
are employed and data from targets in the common coverage area are com-
bined at a central location, the system is called multistatic radar, as shown in
Fig. 3. Multistatic radars can provide improved performance against stealth
targets, protection against attack through the use of stand-off transmitters and
improved performance against electronic countermeasures [6]. A multistatic
radar is a special case of radar net; both process target data from multiple
sites at a central location. A radar net typically consists of a set of monos-
tatic radars, with target data processed noncoherently at the central location.
The net can be configured in two different ways, depending on site separation.
When the sites are widely spaced, the net can join the target data from each
site so that an extended target track is established over the coverage of the net,
thereby expanding the spatial coverage. This coverage is the union of each
site’s coverage area. When the sites are closely spaced, the net can combine
target data from sites having common spatial coverage to improve the quality
of target state estimates. Obviously, the common coverage area increases as
the site separations decrease. A multistatic radar is also configured to combine
target data within the common coverage area to improve the quality of target
state estimates. If the multistatic radar combines the data coherently, quality
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Figure 2: The Over-The-Horizon radar. It exploits the ionosphere re-
flection to increase the radar horizon.
Figure 3: The multistatic radar. It is composed by one transmitter and
two o more receivers in different sites.
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can be further improved [4]. There are also some other configurations, like
hybrid radars and pseudomonostatic radars; the treatment of them lies outside
the aims of this work and we refer the interested reader to the literature.
The suppression of the interference is an important issue in radar design.
It is well known that the use of adaptive techniques can ensure a good rejec-
tion to the jamming and clutter. During the last 40 years, the research on the
adaptive beamforming has been grown up, driving to good performances in
the target detection. A very powerful instrument is based on the Space-Time
Adaptive Processing (STAP), which is based on the simultaneous processing
of signals received on multiple antennas (space domain) and from multiple
pulse repetition periods (time domain) of a coherent processing interval (CPI).
STAP offers the potential to improve radar performance in several areas. First,
it can improve low-velocity target detection through better mainlobe clutter
suppression. Second, STAP can permit detection of small targets that might
otherwise be obscured by sidelobe clutter. Third, STAP provides detection in
combined clutter and jamming environments. Finally, STAP adds robustness
to system errors and a capability to handle non-stationarity interference [7].
Many solutions assume the existence of training (secondary) data, namely
returns free of useful signal and which share the same covariance matrix of the
data under test (primary data), in order to form an estimate of the disturbance
covariance matrix. Furthermore, these approaches consider the environment
ideal in some sense. For example, the target and the interference sources are
considered in the far-field of the antenna array. In particular, starting from the
lack of a Uniformly Most Powerful (UMP) test for the quoted problem, in [8],
the author devises and assesses the Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT)
which interestingly ensures the Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) property
with respect to the disturbance covariance matrix. However, for the case at
hand, the GLRT detector is not a UMP-Invariant one and, actually, a UMP-
Invariant test does not exist as shown in [9, 10]. It has been thus reasonable to
investigate different detection strategies which may ensure better performance
than the GLRT or reduce its computational complexity. To this end, in [11],
another receiver, the Adaptive Matched Filter (AMF) is proposed and assessed
resorting to a two-step GLRT design procedure: first derive the GLRT for
the case that the covariance matrix of the primary data is known. Then, the
sample covariance matrix, based upon secondary data, is substituted, in place
of the true covariance matrix, into the test. The resulting receiver, which still
ensures the CFAR property with respect to the disturbance spectral properties,
is less time-consuming and may even achieve better detection performance
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than Kelly’s GLRT.
The principal aim of this work is the analysis of some conditions of mis-
match from the ideality. In particular, we focus on four different effects:
1. mutual coupling,
2. near-field condition,
3. limitation in the size of the sample support,
4. non-stationarity,
that are present in many practical situations. First, the mutual coupling is an
inherent characteristic of the antenna arrays. In fact, part of the incident field
is reflected and so re-irradiated from each antenna element, which couples to
its neighbors, as do currents that propagate along the surface of the array. As
a consequence, mutual coupling arises, namely the primary voltage of each
array element is the sum of the voltage due to the incident radiation plus all
the contributions from the various coupling sources from each of its neigh-
bors. Second, the wave-front arriving at the array cannot always be assumed
planar. In fact specular reflections from the aircraft body are near-field sources
which originate non-planar wave-front impinging on the array. Additionally
the distance of the cell under test from the radar might not be significantly
greater than the far-field distance. Third, the STAP needs an high number of
secondary data for the processing, but in some practical cases collecting the
required sample support is not possible. A way to circumvent this limitation
relies on the exploitation of the inherent characteristics of the covariance ma-
trix. Finally, when the detection is based on bistatic or multistatic radars, the
environment is not stationary due to the relative motion between antenna ele-
ments and interference sources; resorting to techniques able to counteract the
non-stationarity of the environment is very useful. The detection is analyzed
using two different types of antenna arrays:
1. uniform linear arrays,
2. distributed aperture arrays,
which strongly differentiate on the dimension of the array. The uniform linear
arrays (ULA) are composed by antenna placed on one spatial dimension with
the same distance between each element. The antennas of a distributed aper-
ture arrays are placed thousands of wavelengths apart from each other. The
mismatching conditions reported above are taken in account for the quoted
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arrays. In particular, the uniform linear arrays are strongly affected by the
mutual coupling and there are some practical cases where the far-field condi-
tions are not applicable. More, the effect of limited sample support is analyzed
for these arrays and the structure of the interference covariance matrix is ex-
ploited for this case of interest. For the distributed aperture radars the near-
field effect is more important than in the previous case; furthermore, due to
the relative motion between the antenna elements and the interference sources,
the environment is non-stationary and an adaptive algorithm to counteract this
non-ideality is introduced. The performance of the developed receivers are an-
alyzed in terms of probability of detection versus the Signal to Noise plus Inter-
ference Ratio (SINR). The results show that the STAP techniques are strongly
affected by the mismatches from the ideal conditions and that it is very useful
to account for them in the development stage.
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1 the adaptive radar detec-
tion is introduced. The detection is based on Space-Time Adaptive Processing
(STAP) techniques. Two existing receivers, GLRT and AMF, both based on
the ML estimation of the unknown parameters of the transmission, are pre-
sented. Chapter 2 introduces to the bistatic radar configuration. In Chapter
3 the uniform linear arrays in presence of mutual coupling and near-field ef-
fects are analyzed; two receivers, GLRT and AMF, are derived under these
conditions. Their performances are compared with that of the corresponding
classical ones. Furthermore, the structure of the interference covariance ma-
trix is exploited to circumvent the limited sample support size. In the case
of uniform linear arrays this matrix is persymmetric and the GLRT, based on
this particular structure of the interference covariance matrix, is developed; the
performance of this receiver are compared with that achievable using the con-
ventional GLRT, considering different amount of secondary data. In Chapter
4 the detection is based on distributed aperture radars. A time-orthogonal re-
ceiver based on waveform diversity is developed. The relative motion between
interference sources and antennas leads to the non-stationarity of the environ-
ment; in fact, the Doppler frequency of the clutter is non-stationary with the
range cells. The Joint Domain Localized (JDL) algorithm is introduced in the
processing scheme to improve the achievable performance. The performance
of the new receivers are analyzed versus the SINR. Finally, in the last chapter
we report the conclusions about this work; the experimental results reported
in the previous chapters show the improvement achievable when mismatches
from the ideality conditions are taken in account.
Chapter 1
Adaptive Radar Detection
 
he radar detection purpose is the identification of target in presence of
disturbance. The signal always contains a component due to noise and
may contain components due to both desired target and undesired interference.
Interference means jamming, clutter or both.
The radar system under consideration is based on multiple signals sent by
a transmitter and on an array of antennas; the array is used to filter the sig-
nals in the space-time field to exploiting their spatial characteristic [60]. This
filtering may be expressed in terms of a dependence upon angle or wavenum-
ber. Viewed in the frequency domain this filtering is done by combining the
outputs of the array sensors with complex gains that enhance or reject signals
according to their spatial dependence. Usually, the idea is to spatially filter the
field in order to enhance a signal from a particular angle, or a set of angles,
by a constructive combination and to reject the disturbance from other angles
by destructive interference. Two aspects are very important and determine the
performance of a spatial filter. First, the geometry establishes basic constraints
upon the operations of the filter; for example, a linear array can resolve only
one angular component, that leads to a cone of uncertainty and right/left am-
biguity. The second aspect is the design of the complex weightings of the data
at each sensor output; the choice of these weightings determines the spatial
filtering characteristics of the array for a given geometry.
The spatial array configurations are differentiated upon the placement of
the elements. The possible configurations are
linear arrays : the elements are placed upon one line, thus along one dimen-
sion; Fig. 1.1 shows a linear array with generic interelement spacing;
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Figure 1.1: Linear array configuration. The antenna elements, denoted
by the black circles, are displaced along one line.
planar arrays : the elements are displaced upon one plane, thus along two
dimensions; Fig. 1.2 shows a generic planar array;
spatial arrays : the elements are displaced in the space, along three dimen-
sions; Fig. 1.3 shows a generic spatial array.
The spatial configurations of interest for the aims of this work are two:
1. uniform linear array (ULA),
2. distributed aperture radar.
Uniform Linear Arrays are a particular kind of linear arrays; the interelement
spacing is the same between each element and thus it is very easy to locate
each element; in fact, the only important characteristic is the number of the
antenna respect to one chosen as reference. Distributed Aperture Radars are,
in general, spatial arrays, where the interelement spacing is very high respect
to the wavelength. In the next chapters these configurations will be considered
and analyzed.
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Figure 1.2: Planar array configuration. The antenna elements, denoted
by the black circles, are displaced upon a plane.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1 the system is modeled
and analyzed; first, it is introduced the signaling scheme and then the target
model and the interference model are derived; finally, the STAP techniques are
presented. In Section 1.2 the classical detection theory is presented and two
conventional receivers, the Generalized Likelihood Ratio test and the Adaptive
Matched Filter, are introduced; both of them are derived under the ideal condi-
tions of absence of mutual coupling, far-field conditions, sufficient number of
secondary data for covariance estimate and stationarity of the environment.
1.1 System model
The radar transmits a coherent burst of  pulses at a constant pulse repeti-
tion frequency (PRF) 

 	

, where 

is the pulse repetition interval
(PRI). The transmitter carrier frequency is 

 

, where  is the propaga-
tion velocity. The time interval over which the waveform returns are collected
is commonly referred to as the coherent processing interval (CPI). The CPI
length is equal to 

. A pulse waveform of duration 

and bandwidth 
is assumed. In Fig. 1.4 the burst and some of these features are depicted. On
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Figure 1.3: Spatial array configuration. The antenna elements, de-
noted by the black circles, are displaced along three dimensions.
Figure 1.4: Pulses burst with some features emphasized.
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Figure 1.5: Processing for each array element channel.
receive, each element of the array has its own down-converter, matched fil-
ter receiver and A/D converter, as shown in Fig. 1.5. Since each receiver is
a matched filter, the receiver bandwidth  is taken equal to that of the trans-
mitted pulse. Matched filter is done separately on the returns from each pulse,
after which the signals are sampled by the A/D converter and sent to a digital
processor. The digital processor performs all subsequent radar signal and data
processing. For each PRI,  time (range) samples are collected to cover the
range interval. With  pulses and 	 receiver channels, the received data for
one CPI comprises 	 complex baseband samples. This multidimensional
data set is often visualized as the   	 cube of complex samples shown
in Fig. 1.6.
Let 
 
be the complex sample from the   element, the  pulse and
the  range gate. The spatial snapshot, i.e. the 	   	 vector of antenna
element outputs, relative to the  range gate and the  pulse is  

. The
	   matrix 

consists of the spatial snapshots for all pulses at the range
of interest



 
 

  

      
 

 (1.1)
This matrix is represented by the shaded slice of the datacube in Fig.1.6. The
rows of 

represent the temporal (pulse-by-pulse) samples for each antenna
element. Beamforming is an operation that combines the rows of 

, while
combining the columns is a temporal, or Doppler, filtering operation. The data
for a single range gate, termed the space-time snapshot, is the 	   	 vector
made stacking the columns of



 vec  

 
 
 

 

    
 


 (1.2)
where   denotes the transpose operation The aim of this work is the detec-
tion at a fixed range gate. For this reason, the subscript  is not important and
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Figure 1.6: The radar CPI datacube.
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it will drop in the rest of the work. The space-time snapshot at the range gate
of interest will be denoted as , while 

denotes the spatial snapshot for the

 PRI at this range.
The surveillance radar is to ascertain whether targets are present in the data.
The detection is based on a binary hypothesis test; given a space-time snapshot
the signal processor must make a decision as to which of the two hypotheses
is true



   



   



 

(1.3)
where 

denotes the hypothesis of target absent and 

the hypothesis of
target present. The vector 

is the known response of the system to a unit
amplitude target, termed as steering vector, and 

is the unknown target am-
plitude. The component 

encompasses any interference or noise component
of the data. Three components of undesired signals are considered: thermal
noise, jamming and clutter; in the section 1.1.2 they are analyzed and mod-
eled.
1.1.1 Target model
A target is defined as a moving point scatterer that is to be detected. The com-
ponent of the space-time snapshot at the range gate corresponding to the target
range 

will be derived. The target is also described by its azimuth 

, ele-
vation 

, relative velocity with respect to the radar 

and radar-cross-section
(RCS) 

; the radar-cross-section describes the extent to which an object re-
flects an incident electromagnetic wave. It is a measure of a target’s ability to
reflect radar signals in the direction of the radar receiver, i.e. it measures the
ratio of the backscattered power in the direction of the radar (from the target)
to the power density that is intercepted by the target. The conceptual defini-
tion of the RCS includes the fact that not all of the radiated energy falls on the
target. The RCS depends on the object’s size, reflectivity of its surface and
directivity of the radar reflection caused by the object’s geometric shape; the
reflectivity is defined by the percent of the intercepted power reradiated by the
target, while the directivity represents the ratio of the power scattered back in
the radar’s direction to the power that would have been backscattered had the
scattering been uniform in all directions, i.e. isotropic [14]. It is defined as


 Geometric Cross Section   Reflectivity   Directivity (1.4)
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Figure 1.7: Radar-cross-section polar plot.
and can also represented as the ratio between the power of the backscattered
wave and the power of the incident wave


 




 (1.5)
where 

is the power reflected toward the radar and 

is the power intercepted
by the object. While it is dependent also on the shape of the object, the RCS
is function of the portion of the object illuminated. Fig. 1.7 shows the plot
of a measured RCS for a T-33 jet. This plot allows to better see the trends
in RCS behavior around the aircraft. The largest radar returns can be seen
from the sides of the plane, where the large vertical tail and fuel tanks produce
strong reflections. Both the forward and aft aspects also produce relatively
large peaks in RCS that are probably due to reflections off the blades of the
jet engines. The smallest RCS measurements tend to come from the corners
of the aspect envelope where there are no surfaces perpendicular to the radar
source and the engines are shielded from view. While the magnitudes of RCS
values for other planes will vary significantly from those shown for the T-33,
the trends illustrated here are probably representative of most other aircraft.
The full array transmits a coherent burst of pulses
    

! "

 
 (1.6)
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where
!  
 


!

 

 (1.7)
is the signal’s complex envelope and !

  is the complex envelope of a single
pulse. The transmit signal amplitude is  

and a random phase #, uniformly
distributed in  , is also included. The pulse waveform of duration 

is
assumed having unit energy


 

!

 
 

  	 (1.8)
where    is the modulus of a complex number.
The target echo is received by each of the 	 elements. Ignoring relativistic
effects, the target signal at the   antenna element, 
 
  is given by [13]

 
   

!  $
 
"
 
 


 

 (1.9)
where 

is the echo amplitude and







(1.10)
is the target Doppler frequency. The normalized Doppler is defined as
%

 








 (1.11)
The target delay $
 
to the   element consists of two components
$
 
 $

 $

 
(1.12)
where $

 

 is the round trip delay and
$

 
 

 

 

   
 

(1.13)
is the relative delay measured from the phase reference to the   element;

 

 

 is the propagation unit vector of the wave and  
 
is the position vec-
tor of the   element. In Fig. 1.8 these vectors are shown. The transmitted
waveform is typically assumed narrowband and thus the relative delay term $
 
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Figure 1.8: Radar geometry: the vector  
 
locates the   element of
the array and  

 

 is the wave propagation unit vector from the
target.
is insignificant within the complex envelope term of equation (1.9) [7]. Thus,
the received signal becomes

 
   

!  $

"
 
 


 

 (1.14)
which becomes, including into the random phase term # several of the fixed
phase terms,

 
   

"

!  $

"
 
 

"
 


"
  
 

 
 (1.15)
The signal is first down-converted; each pulse of the baseband signal is
matched filter with the receiver filter
&   !


  (1.16)
where   denotes the complex conjugate and thus the signal becomes

 
   

"

"
  
 

 

 


"
 



'  $



 

 (1.17)
where ' $  is the waveform ambiguity function [20]
' $  


 
!

 (!


 (  $"
 

( (1.18)
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which results when the expression for the complex envelope of the linear time-
invariant (LTI) filter output due to a discrete scatterer is written as a function of
the scatterer’s delay and Doppler shift [21]. The ambiguity function, originally
put forward for radar applications by Woodward [22], describes the response
of a particular range-velocity resolution cell of a radar to a point target, as
the target range and velocity vary. Radar performance in terms of capability
to resolve target and clutter scatterers in range and velocity dimensions can
be assessed by direct examination of the ambiguity function surface in the
range-velocity ambiguity plane. Target signal-to-clutter power ratio can be
calculated for specified radar and target geometries by integrating the product
of ambiguity function and the clutter and power target distributions over all
ranges and velocities where target or clutter are present [23]. Thus, it is a
useful tool for studying the interaction of a pulse Doppler radar with its target
and clutter environment. Using the ambiguity function, the effects of varying
diverse design parameters can be quantified directly in terms of their effect on
the target signal-to-clutter ratio [21].
Going back to the treatment, the pulse waveform normalization (1.8) im-
plies
'    	 (1.19)
Consider only the target range gate and let 

 $



      	,
be the sample times for each PRI at this range gate. The target samples are thus
given by

 
 
 
 

  

"

'  

"
  
 

 

"
 

 (1.20)
The pulse waveform time-bandwidth product and the expected range of
Doppler frequencies are assumed such that the waveform is insensitive to tar-
get Doppler shift, i.e.
'    	 (1.21)
Grouping the random phase term and the received amplitude in one term 




"

, the final expression for the sample relative to the   element and 
PRI is

 
 

"
  
 

 

"
 


        	  	
        	
 (1.22)
Let )

be the single-pulse Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) for the single antenna
element on receive; the target power is thus
 




 

 
 
)

 (1.23)
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where   is the thermal noise power per element,   is the statistical expec-
tation value. The target amplitude is thus





 
)

 (1.24)
This model is easily generalized to random amplitudes as well.
Equation (1.22) shows that one exponential term depends on the spatial
index   and the other exponential term on the temporal index . The spatial
snapshot for the  PRI can be written as



 


 

     
 


 

"
 

 

 (1.25)
and the 	   	 spatial steering vector  

 is defined as
 

 
	
"
  
 

 
 
 "
 
 

 

     "
 
 

 




(1.26)
and

is the relative delays vector



	
$


 $


     $

 



 (1.27)
In the same way, the    	 temporal steering vector is introduced
	 %

 
	
	 "
 

     "
  




(1.28)
that assumes a Vandermonde form because the waveform is a uniform PRF and
the target velocity is constant. Using equations (1.26) and (1.28), the target
data can be assembled in the space-time snapshot


 

	
 

 "
 

 

     "
  

 






 

	 %

  

 (1.29)
where “” denotes the Krnocker product. Finally, the 	   	 space-time
steering vector
 %  	 %   (1.30)
is, in general, the response of the target with relative delays and normalized
Doppler %. If a target is in the data, it contributes a term


 



(1.31)
where 

  

 %

 may also be called the target steering vector. It contains
the modeled variation of the signal amplitude and phase among the array inputs
as well as a pulse-to-pulse variations, such as those relating to a particular
target Doppler velocity.
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1.1.2 Interference Sources
The interference is composed by all the sources that make difficult the detec-
tion. As reported above, the potential useful signal is immersed in the distur-
bance. The interesting disturbance sources for the radar detection are three:
thermal noise, jamming and clutter. They are mutually uncorrelated; thus, the
interference covariance matrix is the sum of three parts

 

 






(1.32)
where

 
is relative to the thermal noise,


to the jamming and


to the
clutter. In the rest of this section, these sources are analyzed.
Thermal Noise
The first undesired signal that a potential target must contend is the noise.
Assume that the only noise source is internally generated receiver noise, which
is always present on each channel. Each element has its own receiver and thus
the noise processes are mutually uncorrelated. Assume that the instantaneous
bandwidth is large compared with the PRF [7]. Therefore, the noise samples
on a single element taken at time instants separated by a nonzero multiple of
the PRI are temporally uncorrelated. Let 
 
be the noise sample on the  
element for the  PRI. The first assumption above is a statement of a spatial
noise correlation
 
 




 


  
 
Æ
 

  

(1.33)
where
Æ



	    
   	 
(1.34)
is the Kronecker delta and   is the noise power per element. The second
assumption above leads to the temporal noise correlation
 
 



 

  
 
Æ


 

 (1.35)
Equations (1.33) and (1.35) lead to the noise component of the space-time
covariance matrix being the scaled identity matrix


 
  


 


 

 
 


 

 
 


(1.36)
where   is the conjugate transpose of a vector. In terms of the radar system
parameters, the noise power is    	

.
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This analysis holds only if the dominant source of noise is internally gen-
erated by each receiver. In some cases, for example when the sky noise con-
tribute is considerable, the hypothesis of uncorelation is no more valid. In that
cases, the noise covariance matrix can not more be expressed in terms of a
Kronecker product between identity matrices, showing non zero terms outside
of the principal diagonal.
Jamming
In this section the jamming contribution to a space-time snapshot is analyzed
and its covariance matrix is derived. The jamming is an intentional signal used
toward a radar to make hard the detection. There are three types of jamming:
spot, sweep and barrage:
Spot jamming occurs when a jammer focuses all of its power on a single
frequency. While this would severely degrade the ability to track on
the jammed frequency, a frequency agile radar would hardly be affected
because the jammer can only jam one frequency. While multiple jam-
mers could possibly jam a range of frequencies, this would consume a
great deal of resources to have any effect on a frequency-agile radar, and
would probably still be ineffective.
Sweep jamming is when a jammer’s full power is shifted from one frequency
to another. While this has the advantage of being able to jam multiple
frequencies in quick succession, it does not affect them all at the same
time, and thus limits the effectiveness of this type of jamming. Although,
depending on the error checking in the devices this can render a wide
range of devices effectively useless.
Barrage jamming is the jamming of multiple frequencies at once by a sin-
gle jammer. The advantage is that multiple frequencies can be jammed
simultaneously; however, the jamming effect can be limited because
this requires the jammer to spread its full power between these frequen-
cies. So the more frequencies being jammed, the less effectively each
is jammed. It is accomplished by transmitting a band of frequencies
that is large with respect to the bandwidth of a single emitter. Barrage
jamming may be accomplished by presetting multiple jammers on adja-
cent frequencies, by using a single wideband transmitter, or by using a
transmitter capable of frequency sweep fast enough to appear radiating
simultaneously over wide band.
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In this analysis only the barrage noise jamming that originates from land-based
or airborne platforms at long range from the radar will be considered. As in [7],
the jamming energy is assumed to fill the radar’s instantaneous bandwidth.
It is considered that the signal’s propagation time across the array is small
relative to 	, i.e. that is no signal decorrelation across the array. The radar
PRF is assumed significant less than the instantaneous bandwidth; thus, the
jamming decorrelates over the pulses. It follows that the jamming is spatially
correlated from element to element and temporally uncorrelated from pulse to
pulse. Thus, the jamming looks like thermal noise temporally and like target,
or clutter source, spatially.
We start our analysis considering a single jammer at elevation 

, azimuth


and range 

. Let *

the jammer power spectral density received by one
array element [12]. The received Jammer-to-Noise Ratio (JNR) at the element
is given by
)


*

	

 (1.37)
where 	

is the received noise power spectral density. The jamming compo-
nent of the spatial snapshot for the  PRI is then


 



(1.38)
where 

is the jammer amplitude for the  PRI and 

  

 

 is the
jammer steering vector. The jammer space-time snapshot may be written as


 

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
(1.39)
where 

 



   
 

 is a random vector that contains the jammer
amplitudes. Assume for simplicity that the jammer signal (aspect and power
spectral density)is stationary over a CPI. Thus, it is simple to find the temporal
correlation between two generic contributes
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and in vector form for all the contributes
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Using equation (1.41) it is possible to find the space-time covariance matrix
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where 

is the jammer spatial covariance matrix
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The extension to multiple jamming signals is straightforward. Consider *
jamming sources and let 

 

and )

be respectively the azimuth angle, the
elevation angle and the JNR for the + source, with +       *  	. The
equation (1.42) is still valid, with the only difference in the jammer spatial
covariance matrix


 






(1.44)
where
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
 
 
 
 
     
  
 
  
 (1.45)
is the 	   * matrix of the jammer spatial steering vectors, 

is the *   *
jammer source covariance matrix and   is the Hermitian of a matrix. Due
to the assumption of uncorrelation among the jamming samples from different
PRIs, the space-time covariance matrix (1.42) is block diagonal and off - dia-
gonal 	  	 blocks are zero. The stationary assumption results in the blocks
along the diagonal being all equal to a single spatial covariance matrix.
Clutter
Radar clutter is generally defined as the echoes from any scatterers deemed
to be not of tactical significance [7]. Clutter plays an important role in de-
termining radar systems performance in many applications [16]; for example,
in maritime environments sea clutter may limit the detection performance of
radars when searching small targets, such as periscopes [17], as well as large
targets [18]. Of the various interference sources, clutter is the most compli-
cated because it is distributed both in angle and range and is spread in Doppler
frequency due to the relative motion between antenna elements and clutter
sources. Thus, it is important, in the design of a detection algorithm, to have
a good knowledge of the clutter statistics. There are more than one kind of
clutter types; in particular, as reported in [15], possible types are for example
Fixed ground clutter : fixed objects on the ground produce undesired radar
reflections.
Second-time-around effect : returns are being received due to illumination
of clutter beyond the non-ambiguous range by the next-to-last pulse
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transmitted. These returns are prevalent where conditions for anoma-
lous propagation exist such that the radar waves are bent back downward
with the range and intercept the ground at great distances (greater than
that corresponding to the interpulse period). This effect is also prevalent
in regions where mountains exist beyond the non-ambiguous range.
Precipitation clutter : this is due to precipitation, like for example the rain.
Angels clutter : the so-called “angels clutter” refers to all returns which can-
not be explained as being ground or precipitation clutter or targets. The
possible sources are, for example, birds, single or flocks of birds, and
swarms of insects.
Surface vehicles : the surface vehicles have a cross section in the same range
as aircrafts.
Ground clutter is one of the most significant clutter type and in the rest of the
section we will refer to it. Following the analysis reported in [7], a model
is developed for the ground clutter component of a space-time snapshot for a
given range and the properties of the clutter space-time covariance matrix are
considered.
The return from a discrete ground clutter source has the form as a target
echo. Unlike a target, ground clutter is distributed in range; it exists over a
region extending from the platform to the radar horizon. Ground clutter also
exists over all azimuths and a region in elevation angle bounded by the horizon
elevation. Considering the radar being at an altitude of &


and assuming a
spherical earth with the effective earth radius  
!
[19], the radar range horizon
can be approximated by





 
!
&


 (1.46)
Let 

  

 be the radar’s unambiguous range. Consider the clutter
return from the , range gate, which corresponds to the true range 

, where
 - 

- 

. If the unambiguous range is greater than the horizon range,
i.e. 

. 

, the clutter is said to be unambiguous in range. In this case the
clutter component of the space-time snapshot consists of clutter from at most
one range. If the radar horizon is larger than the unambiguous range, some or
all the range gates will have clutter contributions from multiple ranges. In this
case the clutter is said to be ambiguous in range. Let 

 

  /  	

be the / ambiguous range corresponding to the range of interest. The clutter
component consists of the superposition of the returns from all the ambiguous
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Figure 1.9: A ring of ground clutter for a fixed range.
ranges within the radar horizon. Denote the number of range ambiguities by
	

.
As an approximation to a continuous field of clutter, the clutter return from
each ambiguous range will be modeled as the superposition of a large number
	

of independent clutter sources that are evenly distributed in azimuth about
the radar. The location of the /+ source is described by its azimuth angle


and ambiguous range 

, which corresponds to an elevation angle 

. In
Fig. 1.9 the clutter ring is depicted; it is the locus of clutter sources with the
same range 

, or the same elevation angle 

, and different azimuth angle 

.
The corresponding wavenumber is
#



 

 

    (1.47)
where   is the position vector of the antenna. The normalized Doppler fre-
quency of the /+ patch will be denoted by %

. The clutter component of the
space-time snapshot is then given by
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
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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 (1.48)
where 

is the random amplitude from the /+ clutter patch.
Using the same notation of the previous subsection, denote the Clutter-
to-Noise ratio (CNR) for the /+ clutter source as )

; the clutter amplitudes
satisfy  




 

 
 
)

. Assume that returns from different clutter patches
are uncorrelated
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The clutter space-time covariance matrix follows directly from equations
(1.48) and (1.49)
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where 

  #

%

. Alternatively, the last equation can be expressed as
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where 	

 	 %

 and 

  #

. Each scatterer contributes a term
that is the Kronecker product of the temporal covariance matrix and the spa-
tial covariance matrix. These two components are coupled because the clutter
Doppler is a function of the angle. The matrix


is an    block matrix,
where each block is an 	  	 cross-covariance of the spatial snapshots from
the PRIs. In [7], it has been shown that in the case of uniform linear arrays the
clutter covariance matrix


is Toeplitz-block-Toeplitz.
The expression above apply to the general case of the range-ambiguous
clutter. The range-unambiguous clutter covariance matrix can be derived by
the equation (1.51) dropping the / subscript, and thus the relative summation,
that denotes the ambiguous range. The clutter covariance matrix can also be
expressed compactly as
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(1.52)
where
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 


 
    
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 (1.53)
is an 	  	

matrix of clutter space-time steering vectors and

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 diag  )

     )


 (1.54)
contains the clutter power distribution.
1.1.3 Space Time Adaptive Processing
A space-time processor is defined as a linear combiner that sums the spatial
samples from the elements of an antenna array and the temporal samples from
the multiple pulses of a coherent waveform. The interest in the Space-Time
Adaptive Processing (STAP) is due to its capability of maximization of the
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Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio (SINR), that is a characterization of
the noise-limited performance of the radar against a target with radar cross sec-
tion 

at range 

. The probability of detection 

  



 is a func-
tion of both the SINR and the probability of false alarm 
	
  



.
By maximizing SINR, the processor maximizes the probability of detection
for a fixed probability of false alarm. A way to improve the detection of target
with diminishing radar-cross-section at farther range is increasing the product
power-aperture; system constraints and cost limit this solution, making more
practicable and interesting the STAP solution. Spatial and temporal signal
diversity, or degrees of freedom (DoF), greatly enhances radar detection in
presence of certain types of interference. Specifically, the appropriate appli-
cation od space-time DoFs efficiently maximizes SINR when the target com-
petes with clutter and noise jamming. Space-time adaptive processing involves
adaptively (or dynamically) adjusting the two-dimensional space-time filter re-
sponse in an attempt at maximizing output SINR and consequently improving
radar detection performance [24].
The function of a surveillance radar is to search a specified volume of space
for potential targets. Within a single coherent processing interval, the search
is confined in angle to the sector covered by the transmit beam for that CPI,
but otherwise it covers all ranges. Consider a fixed range gate which is to
be tested for target presence. The data available to the radar signal processor
consists of the  pulses on each of the 	 elements. A space-time processor
combines all the samples from the range gate of interest to produce the scalar
output. In Fig. 1.10 a general block diagram for a space-time processor is
depicted. The tapped delay line on each element represents the multiple pulses
of a CPI, with the time delay between taps equal to the PRI. Thus, a space-time
processor utilizes the spatial samples from the elements of an array antenna
and the temporal samples provided by the successive pulses of a multiple-
pulse waveform. The space-time processor can be represented by an 	 -
dimensional weight vector . Its output  can be represented as the inner
product of the weight vector and the snapshot of interest
  

 (1.55)
One way to view a space-time weight vector is as a combined receive antenna
beamformer and target Doppler filter. Ideally, the space-time processor pro-
vides coherent gain on target while forming angle and Doppler response nulls
to suppress clutter and jamming. As the clutter and jamming scenario is not
known in advance, the weight vector must be determined in a data-adaptive
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Figure 1.10: A general block diagram for a space-time processor. T
denotes the time repetition interval.
way from the radar returns. A single weight vector is optimized for a specific
angle and Doppler. Since the target angle and velocity are not known a priori,
a space-time processor typically computes multiple weight vectors that form a
filter bank to cover all potential target angles and Doppler frequencies.
A more complete picture of a space-time processor is shown in Fig. 1.11.
The full CPI datacube is shown, with the shaded slice of data, labeled “target
data” representing the data at the range of interest. This shaded portion is ex-
actly the data represented by the tapped delay line at each element in Fig. 1.10.
The space-time processor consists of three major components. First, a set of
rules called the training strategy is applied to the data. This block derives from
the CPI data a set of training data that will be used to estimate the interference.
The training data are applied to the second block, the weight computation.
Based on the training data, the adaptive weight vector is computed. Typically,
weight computation requires the solution of linear system of equations. This
block is therefore a very computation-intensive portion of space-time proces-
sor. New weight computations are performed with each set of training data.
Finally, given a weight vector, the process of weight application refers to the
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Figure 1.11: Data-domain view of space-time adaptive processing.
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computing of the scalar output or test statistic. Weight application is a digital
beamforming operation. The scalar output is then compared to a threshold to
determine if a target is present at the specified angle and Doppler



.
-


0 (1.56)
where 0 is the chosen threshold. The output of the processor is a separated
scalar (or decision) for each range, angle and velocity at which the target pre-
sence is to be queried.
Because the interference is unknown a priori, it must be estimated data-
adaptively from the finite amount of data comprising the CPI. The processor
accepts the CPI data and implements a set of training rules to derive a secon-
dary data set, called the training data, to be used for weight computation; the
data from the range gate under test are called primary data and are the data
analyzed to detect the possible target. The goal of the training strategy is to
obtain the best estimate of the interference that exists at the range gate un-
der test. Typically, the data from several range gates near the one of interest
are used; the training data cover a range interval surrounding the range gate
of interest, but not including it. A training strategy is defined by a number
of factors in mind. First, the number of range gates in the training set must
be sufficient to guarantee an interference estimate good enough for effective
nulling. In a stationary environment, the required number of samples is well
understood. Secondly, the training set must be updated or changed in accor-
dance with the non-stationarity of the interference. The training strategy and
the weight computation requirements are coupled, because for each change
in the training set a new weight vector must be computed. Since the number
of range gates ind the CPI data is dependent on the PRI and on the instanta-
neous bandwidth, training strategies are most strongly affected by these two
radar parameters. Given a training data set, weight computation strategies fall
loosely in three categories. The first category is called sample matrix inver-
sion (SMI) [25]. The SMI computation refers to all approaches that effectively
compute the weight vector from the inverse of the sample covariance matrix
of the training data. This class refers to algorithms that are numerically stable,
whereby the weight vector is computed by a QR-decomposition of the matrix
of the training data. The way in which this decomposition is computed differs
the members of the class. The second class is called subspace projection; first
the subspace spanned by the interference is estimated by performing an eige-
nanalysis of the sample covariance matrix or a singular value decomposition
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(SVD) of the matrix of training data; then, the weight vector is computed by
projecting the desired response into the subspace orthogonal to the interference
subspace. Thus, the weight vector is forced to null the interference. The third
class is called subspace SMI and combines the attributes from the other two
classes. The data are first projected into a lower dimension space using some
transformation and then a small SMI problem is solved with the projected data
(and steering vector) in the lower dimension space. The transform may be ei-
ther fixed or data-adaptive. In contrast to the subspace projections, subspace
SMI preserves SINR optimality in the ideal case and computational and train-
ing requirements are lessened due to the reduced size of the SMI problem.
The data collected for the training strategy are assumed to be composed only
by the interference, i.e. the target is sought only in the range gate under test.
Typically, the target return from range gates different by the one under test are
included in the interference and classified as clutter. Including the training data
in the hypothesis test leads to
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where 

are the data from the + range gate used for collecting the training
data and  is the size of the sample support needed for estimate the interfe-
rence matrix. In the SMI techniques, the number of the secondary data required
has to comply with
  	  	
otherwise the sample matrix is singular. The chosen number of secondary data
 must exceed 	 by a significant factor to prevent a serious loss in perfor-
mance which may arise if the choice is not adequate. The requirements on
the number of secondary data can be extremely large [8], making difficult a
good estimate of the matrix. The chief reason for the requirement of many
secondaries is in the presence of the interference; this implies the possibility
of arbitrary correlation between interference inputs from pulse returns widely
spaced in time, although it might be realistic to assume independence (but not
statistical identity) of the interference inputs accompanying distinct pulse re-
turns. Typically, the matrix is estimated via the Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimation based on the secondary data
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When the number of antenna elements 	 is high, this method limits the good-
ness of the approach, while collecting the required data is difficult and time
expensive; it also makes computational expensive the detection.
Weight application is the formation of the processor output given the com-
puted weight vector. In practice, a single weight vector may be applied to data
comprising many range gates. The design of the weight application regions
is usually coupled with the training set design, with each application region
corresponding to a single training set. Weight application is an inner product,
or matrix-vector product, operation. The computational load of this portion of
the space-time processor scales linearly with the weight vector dimension and
the number of range gates. The number of the range gates in turn depends on
the radar PRF and its instantaneous bandwidth.
The processor output scalar is compared to a threshold to determine if tar-
get is present at each range-Doppler cell. Typically, a background noise es-
timate is provided to the detector so that it provides constant-false-alarm rate
(CFAR). The selection of a training region resembles the choice of a CFAR
stencil; the training set or application region data may be used to set the CFAR
constant. It has been shown that with appropriate normalization of an SMI
weight vector, a CFAR property can be embedded into weight computation.
Different normalizations lead to the Adaptive Matched Filter detector [11] or
to the Generalized Likelihood Ratio detector [8]. Their performance are simi-
lar at high SINR, but subtle differences in performance at low target SINR and
with respect to sidelobe targets have been documented [79, 27, 26].
A space-time processor that computes and applies a separate weight vec-
tor to every element and pulse is said to be fully adaptive. The size of the
weight vector of the fully adaptive processor is 	 . Fully adaptive space-
time processing for airborne radar was first proposed by Brennan et al. [28]
and is natural extension of adaptive antenna processing to a two dimensional
space-time problem [29, 30].
The data snapshot of interest, using equation (1.2), is
  
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where the space-time steering vector, from equation (1.30), 

 	 %

 
 

, is function of the relative delays vector and the normalized Doppler
and 

denotes the overall interference. The optimum space-time filter [85] is
given by
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where
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is the interference plus noise covariance matrix. The so computed weight vec-
tor (1.59) is optimum under several criteria [31]. It maximizes the SINR, maxi-
mizes the probability of detection for a given false alarm probability and with
the proper choice of a scale factor minimizes output power subject to a unity
gain constraint in the target direction. The optimum processor response has
high sidelobes in both angle and Doppler, because of the implied windowing
of the data. These high sidelobes make the optimum processor susceptible to
the detection of sidelobe targets. A block diagram of fully adaptive STAP is
given in Fig. 1.12. The size of the linear system grows linearly with the size
of the array or the length of the coherent processing interval. For many radar
systems, the product 	 is likely to range from several hundred to several
thousand. The implementation of a fully adaptive approach is beyond current
capabilities in real-time computing.
The fully adaptive STAP described above assumes that the interference co-
variance matrix is known. In many practical situations this matrix is unknown
and it is estimated through the ML estimation reported in equation (1.58). The
SMI weight vector is defined as in equation (1.59) substituting the matrix 

with its estimate
 

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and it is a suboptimum vector. This degrades the performance achievable with
the fully adaptive STAP. Another loss in the performance may occur due to
mismatches between the nominal steering vector 

used for the weight com-
putation and the actual one by design (because of tapering) or by imperfect
knowledge of the target direction (angle and Doppler) or both [32, 33].
1.2 Conventional Receivers
According to the Neyman-Pearson criterion, in order to maximize the proba-
bility of detection 

with a constraint on the probability of false alarm 
	
,
starting from the hypothesis test (1.3) the optimum detector is derived by the
ratio of the conditional probability density functions in the two hypotheses, i.e.
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0 (1.62)
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Figure 1.12: Fully adaptive space-time processor.
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where   

 is the probability density function of the data under hypothe-
sis 

and   

 is the probability density function under hypothesis 

and 0 is the chosen threshold. This criterion ensures the test is Uniformly Most
Powerful. This criterion is difficult to be applied since it needs the perfect
knowledge of all the parameters involved; typically the amplitude of the target
return and the interference covariance matrix are unknown. The detection of
a signal of known form in the presence of interference, assumed to be Gaus-
sian which covariance matrix is totally unknown, was first discussed by Reed,
Brennan and Mallett [25]. In this procedure, the weight vector, determined
using the interference covariance matrix estimated from the secondary data, is
applied to the primary data in the form of a standard colored noise matched
filter. The output of this filter is then compared with a threshold for signal
detection but no rule is given for the determination of this threshold, whose
value controls the probability of false alarm. In fact, no predetermined thresh-
old can be assigned to achieve a given 
	
, since the detector is supposed to
operate in an interference environment of unknown form and intensity. The
SINR of the filter output is function of the secondary data and thus it is a ran-
dom variable. Its pdf has the remarkable property of being independent of the
actual noise covariance matrix; it is only a function of the dimensional para-
meters of the problem. The secondary data would be sufficient in quantity to
support a good estimate of the noise covariance and the threshold could be
presumably determined from this estimate. The final decision statistic is then
more complicated than a matched filter output itself and, being a non-linear
function of the secondary data, the detection and false alarm properties are not
functions of the SINR alone, leaving the actual performance of the procedure
undetermined [8].
A way to circumvent the highlighted problems consists in replacing the
ad hoc procedure proposed in [25] by a likelihood ratio test, i.e. maximizing
two likelihood functions over a set of unknown parameters. The processor
in [25] appears as a portion of the likelihood ratio detection statistic. The
first test proposed applying this criterion is the Generalized Likelihood Ratio
Test (GLRT) [8]. This test exhibits the desirable property that its 
	
is in-
dependent of the covariance matrix (level and structure) of the actual noise
environment. Furthermore, the effect of signal presence depends only on the
dimensional parameters of the problem and a parameter which is the same as
the SINR of a conventional colored noise matched filter. Its 
	
depends
on threshold exactly in the same way as a simple scalar CFAR problem, in
which detection is based on one complex sample and the threshold is propor-
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tional to the sum of a number of independent noise samples. Another impor-
tant approach was proposed in [11]. The GLRT was derived maximizing the
likelihood functions over, among the others, the interference covariance ma-
trix. In this second approach, a detection algorithm is derived assuming the
interference covariance matrix being known. After the test statistic is derived,
the maximum likelihood estimate of this matrix, based on the secondary data,
is inserted in place of the known matrix. The resulting test statistic has the
form of a normalized matched filter and it is also a CFAR detector. This de-
cision statistic is less computationally intensive of the GLRT. Its performance
to signals that are aligned with the steering vector exhibit a small loss when
compared with the GLRT detector at low Signal-to-Noise Ratios, but its 

is
higher than that of the GLRT detector for high SNRs.
In the rest of this section both of these two decision statistics are intro-
duced. They were derived under the ideal conditions of absence of mutual
coupling, stationarity of the environment, sufficient number of secondary data
for covariance estimate and under far-field conditions.
1.2.1 Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test
In this section the GLRT processor by [8] is introduced. The data are as-
sumed being composed by both primary and secondary data, where the tar-
get is sought to be present only in the primary data. The secondary ones are
composed only by interference which has the same statistical properties of the
interference that affects the primary data. The interference is assumed com-
posed only by noise, which total components of data vectors are modeled as
zero-mean complex Gaussian random vectors; the noise covariance matrix is
unknown. The hypotheses test is the one reported in (1.57), composed by both
primary and secondary data. The two probability density functions, under the
two hypotheses, are
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under hypothesis 
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and
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under hypothesis 

. The joint probability function of primary and all secon-
dary data is the product of the probability density functions because the data
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are assumed uncorrelated from each other. These probability density functions
are
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where det  is the determinant of a matrix. Assuming unknown only the in-
terference covariance matrix and the amplitude 

, the ratio between the ma-
ximization of the likelihood functions is
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from which the final decision statistic is
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where  is the threshold derived from the initial one . The secondary data
enter this test only through the sample covariance matrix 
 and thus through
the weight vector   
 

. The processor proposed in [25] by the Reed et
al. is just
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which has the form of the colored noise matched filter test, with 
 replacing
the usual known covariance matrix of the noise. Note that it is the numerator
of the decision statistic in (1.67). If the target model is generalized, so that the
signal vector still contains one or more unknown parameters (such as target
Doppler), the likelihood ratio obtained above must next be maximized over
these parameters. This maximization generally cannot be carried out explicitly
and the standard technique is to approximate it by evaluating the test statistic
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for a discrete set of target parameters, forming a filter bank, and declaring
target presence if any filter output exceeds the threshold.
The presence of the signal-dependent factor in the denominator of the ex-
pression of the decision statistic causes this detection statistic to be unchanged
if the signal vector is altered by a scalar factor. Since the normalization of
this vector has been left arbitrary, this invariant is highly desirable. The entire
decision statistic is also invariant to a common change of scale of all the input
data vectors, a minimal CFAR requirement.
In the limit of very large  , the estimator 
 is expected to converge to the
true covariance matrix 
 at least in probability. Moreover, it can be shown
that the quantity




 

an inner product utilizing the actual covariance matrix instead of its estimator,
obeys the chi-squared distribution, with 	 degrees of freedom, and hence
this term, when divided by  , converges to zero in probability, when  grows
without bound. In this sense the likelihood ratio test passes over into the con-
ventional colored noise matched filter test, as the number of sample vectors in
the secondary data set becomes very large. Furthermore, it can be shown [8]
that the pdf of the decision statistic depends on the interference covariance ma-
trix only through the meaning of the signal amplitude parameter 

. In fact,
this pdf can depend only on 

, 	 and  and hence the false alarm probability
of the likelihood ratio detector is independent of
 and this is the generalized
CFAR property.
The performance of the likelihood ratio test depends only on the dimen-
sional integers 	 and  and a SINR parameter which is function of the true
signal strength and the intensity and character of the actual noise and interfe-
rence. The ability of a system to function effectively in interference depends
principally on the arrangements which have been made in its design to achieve
a good colored noise matched filter SINR in its intended environment. These
arrangements will usually take the form of diversity of RF inputs in one form
or another. The important requirement is the need to have inputs available
from which the actual noise characteristics can be estimated implies perfor-
mance degradation in comparison to a detector which knows the interference
covariance matrix in advance; the decay is in term of major SINR to achieve
the same 

at the same 
	
. This difference is the penalty for having es-
timate the interference covariance matrix and it vary sharply with the number
 of available secondary data. This penalty has two effects, one due to the
CFAR character of the decision rule and the other to the effective SINR loss
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factor. The first decreases as the value of  increases, while the second is
function roughly of the ratio of  to 	 . The SINR loss factor measures the
performance of a detector relative to what can be achieved with an optimum
detector for the case of interest. It is defined by

&'

12	


12	
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(1.69)
where 12	


is the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio achievable with
the actual detector and 12	

the one achievable using the optimum detector.
For example, in this case the optimum detector knows exactly the interference
covariance matrix and thus the SINR loss factor measures the penalty due to
the estimation of that matrix.
1.2.2 Adaptive Matched Filter
In a well known paper [11], another detector, that exploits the secondary data
to estimate the interference covariance matrix, was derived. It is known as
Adaptive Matched Filter and is very similar to the GLRT derived in [8]. It is
based on the GLRT assuming the covariance matrix is known. After the test is
derived, the maximum likelihood estimate of the interference covariance ma-
trix based on the secondary data is inserted in place of the known covariance.
The resulting test statistic has the form of a normalized matched filter and it is
also a CFAR detector, but it is less computationally intensive then the GLRT.
The signal model is assumed to be the same as the GLRT, thus the pro-
bability density functions are those reported in (1.65). The procedure used to
derive the test statistic is to assume that the covariance matrix is known and
then to write the GLRT maximizing over the unknown amplitude of the target
return
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The test statistic developed from this ratio is
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where 0 is a transformation of the initial threshold . This test statistic is
proportional to the squared magnitude of the output of the colored noise linear
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matched filter, since the term in the denominator is a constant when the true
covariance is known. The covariance matrix in general is unknown and the
solution proposed in [11] is to account for not knowing the true covariance by
the ad hoc procedure of substituting the maximum likelihood estimate based
on secondary data. The test statistic becomes
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Its numerator is the test statistic proposed in [25], as well as in the GLRT.
The normalization is the same provided by the GLRT for a very large number
of secondary data. This normalization provides the CFAR behavior of the
statistic. The only difference between the GLRT and the AMF is the term
	 
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which is present in the normalization term of the GLRT. This term is compu-
tationally intensive and thus its absence makes less intensive the AMF than
the GLRT. However, the GLRT uses all the data (primary and secondary) in
the likelihood maximization under each hypothesis. The AMF test makes no
use of the primary data vector to estimate the covariance, therefore poorer de-
tection performance might be expected. The GLRT shows, in general, better
performance than the AMF at low SINR, while this advantage decreases at in-
creasing the SINR; furthermore, for signals aligned to the steering vector there
is a crossover at high SINR, where the AMF shows better performance than the
GLRT [11]. Under mismatched conditions, the behavior is slightly different; in
fact, the GLRT shows better performance for very low SINRs and the crossover
is seen to occur at lower SINRs than that under matched conditions. For very
low SINRs there is no practical difference between the two receivers. This im-
plies a lowering of the 

sidelobes of the GLRT detector at high SINR levels
compared with the AMF detector. There is a significant difference in sidelobe
performance for these two detectors. However, the GLRT detector is superior
in rejecting mismatched signals. The performance considered are measured in
terms of 

versus SINR.
The difference in the 

at high SINR levels is explained by analyzing
the test statistics [11]. Let   3 be the measure of the mismatch between the
nominal steering vector and the actual one; it is   3  	 under matched
conditions and   3 - 	 under mismatched conditions. Assuming that the
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true interference covariance matrix is the identity matrix , the statistics take
respectively the forms
GLRT :
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The left-hand side for the GLRT test approaches an asymptote at high SINRs,
while for the AMF test the same quantity is unbounded. The GLRT has then a
maximum separation that allows detection at a given threshold, while the AMF
test allows large signals that are nearly orthogonal to the steering direction to
be detected.
Chapter 2
Bistatic Radars

s reported in the introduction, the bistatic radar is composed by tran-
smitter and receiver that are not co-located. A widely used coordi-
nate system is a two-dimensional, Noth-referenced coordinate system [81];
the choice of this system is because of its convenience in developing equa-
tions for bistatic geometry. Fig. 2.1 shows the coordinate system and para-
meters defining bistatic radar operation in the plane containing the transmitter
(TX), the receiver (RX) and the target; Nth denotes the North. It is called the
bistatic plane [82]. The bistatic triangle lies in the bistatic plane. The dis-
tance  between the transmitter and the receiver is called baseline range or
simply baseline. The extended baseline is defined as continuing beyond ei-
ther the transmitter or the receiver. The angles 

and 

are, respectively,
the transmitter and the receiver look angles, which are taken as positive when
measured clockwise from the North. They are also called angles of arrival
(AOA) or lines of sight (LOS). The bistatic angle ( is the angle between the
transmitter and the receiver with the vertex at the target. Note that (  



.
When the target lies above the baseline (and the extended baseline), such that

Æ
- 

- 
Æ and Æ - 

- 
Æ
, it is said to be in the “northern
hemisphere”; the “southern hemisphere” is similarly defined for targets lying
below the baseline. In general, bistatic radar operation and performance in the
northern and southern hemispheres are equivalent for symmetric geometries.
Obvious exceptions include limited scan capabilities for the transmitting or re-
ceiving antennas, terrain masking and variations in bistatic RCS of a target as
it moves from one hemisphere to the other [4].
A bistatic radar usually measures target range as the range sum  



,
where 

is the transmitter-to-target range and 

is the receiver-to-target
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Figure 2.1: Bistatic radar North-referenced coordinate system in two
dimensions.
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range. A contour of constant range sum, or isorange contour, is described
by an ellipse, which is defined as the locus of points in which the sum of the
distances from two fixed points is constant. When the two fixed points are the
transmitter and the receiver sites, the isorange contour is




   (2.1)
where  is the semimajor axis of the ellipse. In the monostatic case, transmitter
and receiver are co-located, i.e. 

 

, and thus its isorange contour is a
circle of radius  , the limiting case for a bistatic isorange contour. The seminor
axis of the isorange contour ellipse is
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and thus, all ellipses having common transmitting and receiving site foci (i.e.
common baseline) are concentric by definition and satisfy the relationship
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where the subscript / defines axes for each concentric ellipse. Fig. 2.2 shows
some concentric isorange contours. The bisector of the bistatic angle is or-
thogonal to the tangent of the isorange contour at any point on the bistatic
isorange contour. The bistatic angle is maximum when its bisector is also the
perpendicular bisector of the baseline. This bisector is also the minor axis of
the ellipse. In this case 

 

and 

 

and thus
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while in general the bistatic angle is
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In geometries where the target is near to the baseline, the maximum bistatic
angle (max can approach 	
Æ, with (  	
Æ occurring when the target
crosses the baseline at any point. Defining the eccentricity of the ellipse as
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(2.6)
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Figure 2.2: Concentric isorange contours: transmitter and receiver are
the common foci of the ellipses.
which is   "  	 due to the relation between the baseline and the semimajor
axis of the ellipse (i.e.    ), it can be shown that
(max   " (2.7)
When (max  	Æ and consequently "  , many approximations used
in estimating bistatic radar perfomrance break down, like for example for the
approximation about the bistatic range cell

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where $ is the compressed pulsewidth.
Geometry often distinguishes bistatic from monostatic operation. In these
distinguishing cases, equivalent, or corresponding, monostatic operation is de-
fined when the monostatic radar is positioned on the bisector of the bistatic
angle [4]. For this geometry bistatic operation is often related to equivalent
monostatic operation by the factor  (. For example, bistatic target
Doppler is reduced by  ( compared to equivalent monostatic Doppler;
the bistatic range cell, along with range, isorange range (synthetic aperture),
velocity and angle resolution is increased (i.e. degraded) by  ( com-
pared to equivalent monostatic range cell and resolution; the bistatic RCS
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of complex target is equal to the monostatic RCS reduced in frequency by
 ( when ( is small. Bistatic operation collapses to monostatic opera-
tion by setting    or 

 

and (   in bistatic equations.
2.1 Bistatic radar range equation
The range equation [34, 35, 36] for a bistatic radar is similar to the one for
monostatic radar; the bistatic radar maximum range equation can be written
as
 



max 








 

(
5
 

5
 

 
	
+
)

 
 1	min
(2.9)
or equivalently
 



max  ( (2.10)
The meaning of these symbols is reported in the table 2.1. The interested
Symbol Meaning


transmitter-to-target range


receiver-to-target range


transmitter power output


transmitting antenna power gain


receiving antenna power gain
 wavelength

(
bistatic radar target cross section
5

pattern propagation factor for transmitter-to-target path
5

pattern propagation factor for target-to-receiver path
+ Boltzmann’s constant

)
receiving system noise temperature

 
noise bandwidth of receiver’s predetection filter, sufficient
to pass all spectral components of the transmitted signal
 1	min signal-to-noise power ratio required for detection


transmitting system loss (. 	) not included in other parameters


receiving system loss (. 	) not included in other parameters

(
bistatic maximum range product
Table 2.1: Parameters in the bistatic radar range equation.
reader is referred to the literature for more information about the quoted pa-
rameters [19, 37, 38]. Equation (2.9) is simply related to the corresponding
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equation for monostatic radars with the following substitutions:


 
(
(2.11)

 

 



(2.12)



 
 


 

(2.13)
where 

is the monostatic radar target cross section, 

is the monos-
tatic system loss not included in other parameters and 

is the monostatic
transmitter-and-receiver-to-target range. Similarly, equation (2.10) is related
to the corresponding monostatic maximum range equation by
 

max 


(
(2.14)
where the term


(
is sometimes called the equivalent monostatic range,
which occurs when transmitting and receiving sites are co-located [39].
These simply differences cause significant differences in monostatic and
bistatic radar operations. The first major difference is that bistatic thermal
noise-limited detection contours are defined by ovals of Cassini, rather than by
circles for the simplest monostatic case. These ovals are very useful in defining
regions where the bistatic radar can operate. A second difference is that bistatic
constant range sum contours, the isorange contours previously defined, are not
colinear with the bistatic constant detection contours, defined by the ovals of
Cassini, whereas for the monostatic case they are colinear circles. This dif-
ference sets operating limits for the bistatic radar, and also causes the target’s
SNR to vary as a function of its position on a constant range sum contour,
unlike the monostatic case. A third difference is that the width of a bistatic
range cell changes as a function of the target’s position as a constant range
sum contour, or ellipse, whereas it is a constant value for the monostatic case.
A fourth difference is that the bistatic transmitting and receiving pattern propa-
gation factors, 5

and 5

respectively, can be significantly different, whereas
they are usually identical for the monostatic case, and only deviate when the
monostatic radar employs separate transmitting and receiving antenna patterns
or operates in a non-reciprocal propagation medium.
Equation (2.9) applies for all types of waveforms, like amplitude-
modulated (AM), frequency-modulated (FM) or pulsed. More specific for-
mulations of the maximum range equation, as give in [19], also apply to the
bistatic radar case.
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2.2 Ovals of Cassini
The formal definition of an oval of Cassini is the locus of the vertex of a tri-
angle when the product of the sides adjacent to the vertex is constant and the
length of the opposite side is fixed [40]. When applied to the bistatic triangle
of Fig. 2.1, the vertex is at the target site, 

and 

are the sides adjacent to
the vertex and the baseline  is the length of the fixed, opposite side. Thus, for
specific transmitting and receiving sites, which establish , and for a constant
bistatic maximum range product 
(
, (2.10) is the expression for a bistatic
maximum range oval of Cassini. It is instructive to plot ovals of Cassini as
a function of available signal-to-noise power ratio  1	, rather than just the
ratio required for detection,  1	min. In this case (2.9) and (2.10) are modi-
fied simply dropping the “max” and “min” designation for  



 and  1	
respectively and solving for  1	
 1	 

(

 


 

(2.15)
where 1	 is the signal-to-noise power ratio at range 

and 

and

(








 

 
(
5
 

5
 

 
	
+
)

 




(2.16)
is the bistatic radar constant, related to the bistatic maximum range product

(
as follows

(
 
 
(
 1	min (2.17)
To plot the ovals of Cassini is useful to use the polar coordinate  

 

 system,
as shown in Fig. 2.3. Converting 

and 

to polar coordinates yields

 




 



 


 

  

(2.18)

 




 



 


 

  

(2.19)

 


 




 



 


 
 
 


 

 


 (2.20)
Thus the signal-to-noise power ratio becomes
 1	 

(


 


*



 
 
 


 

 


 (2.21)
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Figure 2.3: Geometry for converting North-referenced coordinates
into polar coordinates  

 

.
Figure 2.4: Contours of a constant SNR - ovals of Cassini, with    .
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Equation (2.21) is plotted in Fig. 2.4 for 	dB   1	  dB and 
(
arbitrarly set to .
The ovals of Cassini are contours of a constant SNR on an bistatic plane.
They assume that an adequate LOS exists on the transmitter-to-target range and
receiver-to-target range and that 
(
 5

and 5

are invariant with 

and 

,
which is usually not the case. However, the simplifying assumption is useful
in understanding basic relationships and constraints. As  1	 increases the
ovals shrink, finally collapsing around the transmitting and receiving sites. The
point on the baseline where the oval breaks into two parts is called the cusp.
The oval is called a lemniscate (of two parts) at this  1	. At this point,


  and from equation (2.21)
 1	  	

(


 (2.22)
Using equation (2.17) in the last one and assuming that  1	   1	min
for this lemniscate, (2.22) yields to
  


(
 (2.23)
A maximum range oval of Cassini breaks into two parts when  . 


(
. It
remains a single oval for  - 


(
and is a lemniscate for   


(
.
When    and 



 
 

, i.e. in the monostatic case, the ovals become
circles of radius 

.
The ovals of Cassini define three distinct operating regions for a bistatic
radar:
1. receiver-centered region: it occurs when  . 


(
and 

 

.
Some examples of operating scenarios are (1) air-to-ground operations
using a standoff transmitter and a penetrating aircraft with a silent re-
ceiver; (2) short-range ground-based air defense or ground surveillance
again with a standoff transmitter, sometimes called over-the-shoulder
operation; (3) obtaining an indication of target activity near to an air-
borne receiving platform, which is also called passive situation aware-
ness.
2. transmitter-centered region: it occurs when  . 


(
and 




. Some operative scenarios are (1) monitoring of activity near nonco-
operative transmitter; (2) alerting of a missile launch from hostile plat-
form that illuminates the missile with its own (noncooperative) transmit-
ter; (3) passive situation awareness can also use a noncooperative tran-
smitter.
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3. cosite region: it occurs when  - 


(
. Example of operating
scenarios are (1) medium-range air defense; (2) satellite tracking from
ground-based sites; (3) “tripware” forward-scatter fences for detection
of ground targets or introducing aircraft.
Critical to the selection of these operating regions is the value of the bistatic
radar constant 
(
, that is available in a given scenario. Many of the terms
in (2.17) are transmitter-controlled. Three transmitter configurations often
control the operating regions:
1. dedicated transmitter, defined as being under both design and opera-
tional control of the bistatic radar system;
2. cooperative transmitter, designed for other functions but found suitable
to support bistatic operations and can be controlled to do so;
3. noncooperative transmitter, defined as being suitable for bistatic opera-
tions, but not under control, when, for example, it is a neutral transmitter.
2.3 Bistatic plane and range cells
The transmitter-to-target-to-receiver range measured by a bistatic radar is the
sum 



  . This sum locates the target somewhere on the surface of
an ellipsoid, the foci of which are the transmitter and the receiver, separated by
the baseline  and with major axis of  . The ellipsoid is completely defined
by two parameters,  and  , and is the isorange ellipsoid of constant range
sum  . A third measure, usually orthogonal AOAs, for example, azimuth and
elevation angles, is required to locate a target on the isorange ellipsoid. With
the target position established, the bistatic plane is defined by the baseline and
the target position. The intesection of the bistatic plane with the isorange ellip-
soid produces an ellipse of constant range, the previously introduced isorange
contour. The isorange contour is coplanar but not colinear with the correspon-
ding oval of Cassini passing through the target position, the  1	 changes for
different target positions on the isorange contour. In the monostatic case, the
isorange ellipsoid corresponds to a shere of radius 

. In this case any plane
containing the target position and the antenna location intersects the sphere
to produce circles of constant range, the monostatic isorange contour. The
analogy is not exact, because an infinite number of isorange contour exist for
each target position, whereas only one bistatic isorange contour exists for each
target position.
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Figure 2.5: Maximum and minimum bistatic range cells.
The separation 

between two concentric monostatic isorange con-
tours establishes the width of a monostatic range cell and is



$

(2.24)
where  is the speed of light and $ the compressed pulsewidth. Similarly, the
width of a bistatic range cell is defined as the separation 
(
between two
concentric isorange contours. This separation varies depending on the target
position; the minimum separation is on the extended baseline and the maxi-
mum separation is on the perpendicular bisector of the baseline, in correspon-
dence of (max, as shown in Fig. 2.5. Consider two confocal ellipses defined
by their semimajor axes




  (2.25)






  
 (2.26)
with   .  ; both have foci in the transmitting and receiving sites with baseline
. The separation between these two isorange contours is measured along the
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Figure 2.6: Geometry for bistatic range cell separation.
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bisector of the bistatic angle ( on the inner ellipse, as shown in Fig. 2.6. The
pseudomonostatic range cell 

is defined as the separation between two
concentric circles


  

   (2.27)
An approximation to the bistatic range cells separation is

(




 (

$
  (
 (2.28)
The maximum error due to this approximation is in correspondence of the
maximum bistatic angle (max and is [4]
6max 
   

  
4 4

 4
 	 (2.29)
where 4 is the semiminor axis of the outer ellipse. It has been shown [4] that
the maximum error is positive and thus the approximated separation is greater
than the exact one for all (; it is equal to the exact one on the extended baseline,
where (  . So, the expression (2.28) is an upper bound to the bistatic range
cell.
2.4 Target location
Target position from the receiving site is usually required in bistatic radar. The
receiver-to-target range 

cannot be measured directly, but calculated by the
receiver by solving the bistatic triangle of Fig. 2.1. In the monostatic case,
as reported in chapter 1, this distance is directly measurable starting from the
round trip delay 

  $

. A typical solution [36] in the North-referenced
coordinate system is



 




 
 
 
 



   


(2.30)
that first requires establishing transmitter location with respect to the receiver.
Transmitter coordinates can be sent to the receiver by a dedicated or coop-
erative transmitter. Alternatively, transmitter location can be estimated by an
emitter location system, usually co-located with the receiver. The receiver then
establishes the transmitter-receiver baseline range  and establishes the North-
referenced coordinate system. The receiver look angle 

is either measured
directly or target azimuth and elevation measurements are converted to 

.
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Figure 2.7: Timing diagram for direct (DM) and indirect (IM) method
of calculating range sum 



.
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The range sum  

 

 can be estimated by two methods, using the
timing sequence shown in Fig. 2.7. In the direct method (DM) the receiver
measures the time interval 

between reception of the transmitted pulse
and reception of the target echo. The range sum is




 

  (2.31)
This method can be used with any transmitter configuration, given an adequate
LOS between transmitter and receiver. In the indirect method (IM) synchro-
nized stable clocks are used by the receiver and a dedicated transmitter. The
receiver measures the time interval 

between transmission of the pulse
and reception of the target echo and the range sum is




 

 (2.32)
A transmitter-to-receiver LOS is not required for this measurement. However,
a LOS will be required if periodic clock synchronization is implemented over
the direct path or the receiver is required to measure the baseline directly.
Equation (2.30), for both the direct and indirect method, is valid for all
target locations, except when the target lies on the baseline, between the tran-
smitter and receiver. In this case




  

 
Æ (2.33)
and 

is indeterminate. The transmitted pulse and the target echo arrive
simultaneously at the receiver and 

cannot be measured [4].
For the special case of bistatic radar using the direct range sum estimation
method in which the range sum  

 

 is only slightly greater than the
baseline , the (2.30) can be approximated as






	   

(2.34)
that does not require the estimation of the baseline , but needs the estima-
tion of the transmitter’s angular position with respect to the receiver in order
to measure 

. A simple variant of equation (2.30) is based on the use of the
bistatic transmitter look angle 

in place of 

[41]. In the same way of equa-
tion (2.30), using either 

and 

, it is possible to calculate the transmitter-
to-target range 

.
Many other methods are possible to measure the target position [35, 42,
43, 44, 45]; Doppler-only measurements can be used. Because of symmetry,
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using only Doppler measurements, a target trajectory cannot be distinguished
from its mirror image about a vertical plane that bisects the baseline. In [46]
the calculation is based on one transmitter and five receivers; the system ope-
rates coherently between each transmitting-receiving pair, but non-coherently
between receiving sites.
Finally, a so called “theta-theta” location technique uses the angles 

and


and an estimate of , where 

is typically provided by a monostatic radar,
which acts as a cooperative bistatic transmitter, using equation



  

 

 


 (2.35)
One variant of this technique uses measurements from two receiving sites in a
multistatic configuration. A second variant [4] uses the angles 

and 

and
a measure of 






 

 

  

  

 


 (2.36)
2.5 STAP for bistatic radars
Consider a general case of receiving system with 7 spatial channels. The
signal received by each spatial channel could be come from an element, a
subarray or a beam. The outputs of all channels are assumed being complex
baseband digital signals corresponding to a single range resolution cell (after
pulses compression). The output for the 8 channel is

+
         	 (2.37)
where  denotes the number of the pulses in a CPI. The signal received at the
8
 channel due to target, jamming, clutter and noise can be expressed as the
sum of the corresponding term

+
 

9
+
 :
+
 
+
  
+
         	 (2.38)
Each component is assumed independent from the others. The equation can be
expressed in vector form as
  



    (2.39)
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are the vectors composed by all the contributes for the 7 spatial channels and
the  pulses. Starting from these vectors, the hypothesis test can be written
as
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With an analogous analysis to that reported in chapter 1, the optimum weight
vector is estimated by
 



 


(2.42)
where 
 is the interference covariance matrix estimated from the secondary
data.
The interference covariance matrix is defined as

   



 (2.43)
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and thus
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where the spatial correlation matrices
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are of dimension 7   7. Assuming that all the contributes are temporal sta-
tionary, the matrix becomes
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and thus the covariance matrix becomes
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which is Hermitian symmetric block-Toeplitz matrix consisting of  indepen-
dent spatial correlation matrices.
Furthermore, the spatial correlation matrix can be written as
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where the variable  denotes the time interval and is      	 and

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    
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



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 (2.49)
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for   8 
  7  	 and       	, is the cross-correlation
matrix between the 8 channel and the 
 channel. For any value  	 , the
matrix 
  includes 7  independent entries and the matrix 
  includes
7 7  	 independent entries. The covariance matrix (2.47) for a time-
stationary process includes
	

    	7
 

7 7 	

(2.50)
independent entries.

Chapter 3
Detection with Uniform Linear
Arrays

useful and widely used one-dimensional array is the Uniform Linear
Array (ULA), which lies along one dimension and its elements are uni-
formly spaced. Fig. 3.1 shows an uniform linear array composed by 	  
elements; 
 represents the uniform interelement spacing. With this kind of ar-
ray, it is very easy to locate each element, while it is sufficient the number of
the element. In fact, assume that the array lies on the vector , as shown in
figure, and as reference the element denoted by    ; each position along the
array is determined by


 
  
         	  	 (3.1)
where 

 
locates the   element of the array. The position vector  
 
that
locates the   element of the array in the coordinate system and the vector 
in general are not aligned. There are more than one choice for the reference of
the array; it is also widely used to make the central element as reference. In
this case the position is expressed as


 


 
	  	



         	  	 (3.2)
while, in a general case of one-dimensional array with unequal spacing, the
position is just expressed by 

 
.
It is useful to particularize the signal relations for the case at hand. With
the one-dimension array, the unit propagation vector that points the target can
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Figure 3.1: Uniform linear array with 	   elements. 
 is the in-
terelement spacing;     characterizes the reference.
be expressed as

 

 

   



  



   

 (3.3)
where   and  are the unit vectors of the Cartesian coordinate system. Typi-
cally, the coordinate system is chosen with one axis coinciding with the vector
; in this case the position vector is aligned to the vector  and it can be ex-
pressed as
 
 
           	  	 (3.4)
Without loss of generality, for the rest of the work let assume that the array lies
on the  axis, thus
  
 (3.5)
Reporting here for simplicity the expression (1.13) for the relative delay at the
 
 element
$
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 

   
 


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it is useful to particularize it for the case of interest, developing the product
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   
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from which the   relative delay becomes
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It is useful to define the target spatial frequency
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so that the phase delay to the   element may be expressed as
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 (3.9)
This relation is useful in the expression of the spatial steering vector of the
target. In fact, the spatial steering vector (1.26) may be expressed as
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where the dependence from the relative delays vector 

is substituted by the
spatial frequency 3

. This vector assumes a Vandermonde form due to the
uniform spacing among the antenna elements. Thus, the sample relative to the
 
 element and the  PRI is
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Finally, the space-time snapshot may be written in the same form as (1.29)
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and the target steering vector becomes
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3.1 Mutual coupling and near-field effects
As seen in the previous section, the detection in presence of unknown parame-
ters can be solved using the maximization of a likelihood ratio test. Both the
receivers developed in literature and used here as reference have been devised
under the ideal assumptions that
1. no mutual coupling between the antenna elements is present [47];
2. the far-field condition holds true, namely absence of near-field effects
[48], [49].
Unfortunately in real environments the aforementioned effects cannot be ne-
glected and their presence may determine a severe degradation of the radar
detection performance. Indeed reflected radiation from one antenna element
couples to its neighbors, as do currents that propagate along the surface of the
array. As a consequence, mutual coupling arises, namely the primary voltage
of each array element is the sum of the voltage due to the incident radiation
plus all the contributions from the various coupling sources from each of its
neighbors. On the other hand the wave-front arriving at the array cannot al-
ways be assumed planar. In fact specular reflections from the aircraft body
are near-field sources which originate non-planar wave-front impinging on the
array. Additionally the distance of the cell under test from the radar might not
be significantly greater than the far-field distance.
The effects of a finite distance source on the performance of adaptive ar-
rays has been studied in [49], where a rule of thumb is derived to determine
the distance between the array center and the signal source at which the degra-
dation of the output Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is negligible. The direction
of arrival estimation in the presence of mutual coupling has been addressed in
[50, 51] and [52], providing also the Cramer-Rao lower bound for the estima-
tion error.
3.1.1 Modelling Near Field Effects
A widely used model in array processing assumes that the signal impinging on
the antenna is a far-field plane wave. As a consequence, the steering vector
only depends on the angle between the source direction and the array baseline.
However there are some practical situations where this model cannot be ap-
plied and it’s necessary to use a near-field model. For instance, two cases of
interest are:
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 detection with distributed (or large) array. Given an antenna array, with
aperture ;, operating at wavelength , the far-field distance  has to
comply with [56]
  ;
  
  ;
 

(3.14)
For a value ;  	 m, if the antenna array works at a wavelenght
   m, the far-field distance is greater than 6000 m.
 detection in the presence of near-field specular reflections from the body
of the aircraft [57];
It follows that in some applications the wave-front can’t be assumed planar,
but curved as a circle (see Figure 3.2, where the signal impinges on a uniform
linear array of 		 elements). The aforementioned signal model implies that
Figure 3.2: Spherical wave-front model with the source signal arriving
broadside to the array. d is the interelement spacing and    is the
path delay across the array at element position  ;  is the direction of
arrival measured from the array broadside;  is the curvature radius of
the wave-front.
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the steering vector depends not only on the angle , but also on the curvature
radius . The path delay    at the  -th element relative to the centre is
given by
   
"
   
 
       

 
 (3.15)
Defining the inverse of the curvature radius   	

and simplifying Eq. (3.15)
using Taylor’s expansion, we may write
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where
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is the first order correction and
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is the second order correction in the Taylor’s expansion. As a consequence,
the  	  	-dimensional steering vector 
 
can be written as [57]
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where : 

	. We also highlight that    corresponds to an incoming
wave-front in the far-field (i.e. plane wave).
3.1.2 Modelling Mutual Coupling
An important electromagnetic phenomenon, quite always present, and which
strongly affects the performance of an adaptive antenna array, is the mutual
coupling between the array elements. It is well known that ignoring mutual
coupling can lead to a significant performance degradation of adaptive array
signal processing algorithms. If mutual coupling is properly accounted for, the
performance loss can be restored [52], [58]. Practical antenna systems have
significant levels of mutual coupling [53, 54, 55].
Most of previous work, in adaptive detection, is based on idealized antenna
arrays, i.e. it is assumed that the antenna elements of the receiving array are
independent isotropic omnidirectional point sensors that do not re-radiate the
incident signals. In a practical case, each array element has some physical size
and re-radiates the incident field. The re-radiated fields interact with the other
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Figure 3.3: Antenna array as a linear bilateral 	  	 port network
elements causing the sensors to be mutual coupled [59]. These effects become
particularly significant as the interelement spacing decreases and are rather
drastic if the interelement spacing drops below half a wavelength. Indeed,
ignoring these effects is tantamount to assuming that the antenna elements are
each other isolated [47].
In order to model the mutual coupling let us consider the scheme in Figure
3.3 which shows an 	  	 elements array excited by a plane wave and where
each element is terminated on a load impedance <
*
. The vector of voltages
without mutual coupling effects included and the vector of induced terminal
currents 


, that include mutual coupling, are related through a linear system
of equation [47, 52, 58]
    <
*



 (3.18)
where
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(3.19)
is the mutual coupling matrix and  denotes the identity matrix. The impedance
matrix   <
*
 is an inherent characteristic of the antenna array, which de-
pends only on the antenna elements and the array geometry and does not de-
pend upon the angle of arrival of the incident radiation. In particular it is
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independent of the signal environment [58]. The symmetry of the problem im-
plies that <
%
 <
%
, namely <
*
 is a symmetric matrix, which is usually
known or appreciable [51]. Eq. (3.18) can be also written as
 


<
*
 



 (3.20)
where 

 <
*



is the vector of actual voltages at antenna terminals that
includes the effects of mutual coupling. Solving for the actual voltages, (3.20)
becomes


   <
*

 
    (3.21)
where    <
*

 
. It follows that the actual steering vector at the input
of the adaptive processor is


 
 

where 
 
is, to within a constant, the ideal steering vector in absence of mutual
coupling. In general, the matrix  has no special structure. However, for
the case of a linear array that is well balanced, a banded matrix provides an
excellent model [50, 52]. The rationale behind this model is that the mutual
coupling coefficients are inversely proportional to the distance between the
elements. Hence the mutual coupling between two elements which are far
enough each other can often be approximated as zero. Finally, for linear arrays,
it is reasonably expected that the matrix  follows a banded Toeplitz structure
[50, 52].
3.1.3 Problem Formulation and Design Issues
Let us assume that data are collected by 	  	 sensors and denote by  the
complex vector of the samples from the range cell where the presence of the
useful target is sought (primary data). As in [8], we also suppose that a se-
condary data set 

 +  	     , is available    	  	, that each of
such snapshots does not contain any useful target echo and exhibits the same
covariance matrix as the primary data.
The detection problem to be solved can be formulated in terms of the fol-
lowing binary hypotheses test
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(3.22)
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where 

denotes the actual steering vector and 

is an unknown complex
parameter accounting for the channel propagation effects as well as the target
reflectivity. We assume that the disturbance components  and 

’s, + 
	     , are independent complex circular Gaussian vectors with zero mean
and covariance matrix given by
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
 
.
Exploiting the models of Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2, the actual steering vector


can be written as
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Under the ideal conditions of far-field and absence of mutual coupling the
actual steering vector 

can be obtained letting in (3.23)    and   , i.e.
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According to the Neyman-Pearson criterion, a UMP test for the quoted
problem does not exist, since the optimum detector requires the knowledge
of the parameters 
, 

, and , which, in practical situations, are unknown.
A possible way to circumvent this drawback is to exploit GLRT techniques,
which are equivalent to replacing the unknown parameters with their maximum
likelihood estimates. Following this guideline, we devise both one-step GLRT-
and two-step GLRT-based detectors for the quoted problem.
One-step GLRT detectors
The criterion is equivalent to replace in the likelihood ratio the unknown para-
meters with their maximum likelihood estimates under each hypotheses, based
upon the entirety of data [60]. For present problem the one-step GLRT is given
by
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are the complex multivariate probability density functions (pdf’s). Previous
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assumptions imply that
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where tr  denotes the trace of a square matrix,

and

are defined as:
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Maximizing over
, Eq. (3.26) becomes
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where = denotes a constant value. Substituting (3.28) in (3.25), after some
algebra, we can recast the GLRT as:
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where  is a suitable modification of the original threshold. Moreover, exploit-
ing [61, p. 594 Corollary A.3.1], we can re-write (3.29) as
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where ,
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+
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is the secondary data sample covariance matrix [8].
The value of 
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which minimizes the denominator of the Left Hand Side (LHS)
of (3.30) is
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which substituted in (3.30) yields
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Notice that if we are interested to detect the presence of a possible target at the
range distance , it is reasonable to assume that  ranges between
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where 
)
is the system range resolution. This consideration implies that (3.32)
can be recast as
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where  is a modification of the threshold in (3.32) and 

is defined in (3.17).
Since the maximization in (3.34) cannot be performed analytically we resort
to two different approximations:
1. We approximate the maximization through an exhaustive search over a
finite grid  of   	 equally spaced points,
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This approximation implies that (3.34) can be finally written as
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This detector will be referred to as Near-Field Mutual Coupling 1S-
GLRT (NF-MC-1S-GLRT) and its block diagram is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.4, where
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the NF-MC-1S-GLRT
and
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Notice that the higher the cardinality of the search-grid the higher the
computational complexity required for the evaluation of the decision
statistic.
2. We avoid to perform the maximization and calculate the function " 
in the center of 
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With this approximation we come up with the following decision statis-
tic
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referred to, in the sequel, as the Medium NF-MC-1S-GLRT (MNF-MC-
1S-GLRT).
A comparison can be made between this proposed receivers and the GLRT
derived in [8], which assumes far-field conditions and absence of mutual cou-
pling, i.e.
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where  is the ideal steering vector (3.24). The only difference between the
LHS’s of (3.38), (3.34) and (3.37) is that (3.38) exploits the ideal steering
vector for matched filtering operations, while (3.34) and (3.37) resort to an
estimate of the actual steering vector which compensates the mutual coupling
and accounts for the near-field effect. As a consequence the new receivers try
to use a projection direction as close as to that of the actual steering vector,
thereby reducing the steering mismatch loss which is suffered by the conven-
tional GLRT of Kelly.
Two-step GLRT detectors
This design procedure is organized in two-steps. First it assumes the knowl-
edge of the disturbance covariance matrix 
 and derives the GLRT maxi-
mizing the likelihood ratio over 

and . Then, after the GLRT is derived,
the sample covariance matrix, based upon the secondary data, is inserted, in
place of the true value, into the test. This guideline has been followed in [11]
assuming ideal conditions of far-field and absence of mutual coupling.
Step 1. For the present problem the test at the step 1 can be written as
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where the   
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plex multivariate Gaussian pdf’s under the hypotheses 
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Substituting (3.40) in (3.39), after some algebra, the test becomes
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where  is a modification of the original threshold. Maximizing (3.41) over

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yields
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Notice that, like in (3.34), the maximization over  cannot be performed ana-
lytically and thus we resort to either an exhaustive search over the finite grid
, defined in (3.35), and composed of  	 equally spaced points, or evaluate
the objective function in 
!
.
Step 2. The derived tests require the knowledge of the disturbance co-
variance matrix. In many practical cases, this matrix is unknown and must
be on-line estimated. To this end we substitute the sample covariance matrix
,

, based on secondary data, in place of 
. As a consequence the two-step
GLRT-based detectors can be written as
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referred to as NF-MC-2S-GLRT, and
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referred to as MNF-MC-2S-GLRT.
Detectors (3.43) and (3.44) are less computationally intensive than 1S-
GLRT-based receivers as they don’t require the on-line calculation of (.
A comparison can be made between the new receivers and the AMF [11],
i.e.
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The only difference is that the LHS of (3.45) exploits the ideal steering vector,
while (3.43) and (3.44) resort to an estimate of the actual one which compen-
sates the mutual coupling and accounts for the near-field effect.
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3.1.4 Performance Analysis
This section is devoted to the performance analysis of the NF-MC-1S-GLRT,
MNF-MC-1S-GLRT, NF-MC-2S-GLRT and MNF-MC-2S-GLRT, proposed
in the previous sections, in comparison with the classic Kelly’s receiver, the
AMF, and the GLRT detectors which only compensate the mutual coupling,
i.e.
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and
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These last decision rules will be referred to in the sequel as the MC-1S-GLRT
and MC-2S-GLRT respectively. In table 1 we report the association between
the used acronyms and the corresponding detection rules. Since closed form
expressions for the false alarm probability (
	
) and the detection probability
(

) are not available we resort to Montecarlo simulations and, in order to
limit the computational burden, we set 
	
 	
 
.
We also assume 	  
,    	  	,    deg, and 
)
 
m. The matrix , which accounts for the mutual coupling, is modelled as a
 	  	   	  	 banded Toeplitz matrix, i.e.
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where
 ,   	  : 	  ,  	  ,  	       (3.49)
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Detection rule Acronym
Classic Kelly Receiver (3.38) Kelly’s GLRT
Classic AMF Receiver (3.45) AMF
Mutual Coupling 1S-GLRT (3.47) MC-1S-GLRT
Mutual Coupling 2S-GLRT (3.46) MC-2S-GLRT
Near-Field and Mutual Coupling 1S-GLRT (3.36) NF-MC-1S-GLRT
Near-Field and Mutual Coupling 2S-GLRT (3.43) NF-MC-2S-GLRT
Medium Near-Field and Mutual Coupling MNF-MC-1S-GLRT
1S-GLRT (3.37)
Medium Near-Field and Mutual Coupling MNF-MC-2S-GLRT
2S-GLRT (3.44)
Table 3.1: Detection rules and corresponding acronyms.
As to the near-field effects we suppose that the actual distance  between
the array center and the target position is uniformly distributed between  

)
 and   
)
. The parameter  assumes several values corresponding
to different situations, namely    m (near-field situation),   		 m
(limiting situation between near- and far-field regions), and    m (far-
field situation).
Finally the simulated disturbance scenario includes three far field jammers
with directions of arrival 

 	 deg, 
 
 	 deg, 
	
  deg, and Jammer
to Noise Ratios (JNR’s) equal to JNR

  dB, JNR
 
  dB, and JNR
	

 dB respectively.
In Figure 3.5, 

is plotted versus the Signal to Interference plus Noise
Ratio (SINR), i.e.
SINR   
  
for the near-field situation    m. The plots show that the NF-MC-1S-
GLRT, the MNF-MC-1S-GLRT, the NF-MC-2S-GLRT and the MNF-MC-2S-
GLRT achieve almost the same performance level and outperform the other
receivers. Otherwise stated calculating the decision statistics over the grid or
in the middle point is practically equivalent. Moreover the performance gain
over the MC-1S-GLRT and MC-2S-GLRT, which only compensate the mutual
coupling, is more than  dB for 

 . The gain over the classic Kelly’s
receiver and AMF is very significant (		 dB with reference to the AMF and
more than  dB with reference to Kelly’s receiver for 

 ). The worst
performance of the Kelly’s receiver was expected since the quoted processor
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Figure 3.5: 

versus SINR for 
	
 	
 
, 	  
,   	,
  	, and    m.
is more selective than the AMF to possible mismatches between the nomi-
nal and the actual steering vector. The behaviour of the curves also highlight
that, among the near-field and the mutual coupling, the dominant effect, which
strongly affects the performance, is the mutual coupling.
In Figure 3.6 the performance obtained when  is equal to 		 m, i.e. at
the limit of near-field region, is plotted. The curves exhibit a trend comparable
to that of the previous figure. However the performance gap between the new
receivers and those which compensate the mutual coupling only reduces to 	
dB for 

 . This reduction can be explained observing that the near-field
effect has become less significant. Finally the performance loss experienced by
the Kelly’s receiver and the AMF is always severe. Also in this case there are
no performance differences between the NF-MC-1S-GLRT and the MNF-MC-
1S-GLRT and between the NF-MC-2S-GLRT and the MNF-MC-2S-GLRT.
Figure 3.7 refers to a far-field scenario (namely    m). The plots
show that the performance of the NF-MC-1S-GLRT and NF-MC-2S-GLRT
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,
  	, and   		 m.
coincides with that of the MC-1S-GLRT and MC-2S-GLRT. This behaviour
agrees with the fact that the near-field effects are absent and all the quoted
receivers are capable of compensating the mutual coupling. Finally, in this
case too, the performance loss of the classic receivers is very severe. As in the
previous cases, there is no difference in maximizing over the grid or using the
middle of the interval [70].
3.2 Partially-Homogeneous Environment
Adaptive detection of signals in the presence of disturbance with unknown co-
variance matrix has received a vibrant attention from the radar community in
the recent past. Several receivers are nowadays available which exploit secon-
dary (training) data [8], namely data vectors sharing the same spectral proper-
ties, in order to form an estimate of the disturbance covariance. Unfortunately,
in several applications such as radar Space Time Adaptive Processing (STAP),
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the number of homogeneous secondary data is often limited [62]. It is thus
of primary concern to exploit the structural information about the disturbance
covariance in order to decrease the sample support required to achieve satis-
factory performances and to reduce the uncertainty in learning. Several results
concerning this subject can be found in open literature. In [63], the author
highlights that if the 	 elements of a linear array are symmetrically spaced
with respect to the phase center, the covariance matrix of the impinging distur-
bance is persymmetric. Specifically it has a doubly symmetric form, namely it
is hermitian about its principal diagonal and persymmetric about its cross dia-
gonal (the toeplitz structure which results for the case of a uniformly spaced
array or pulse train is a special case of the persymmetry). In the same paper
the author also derives the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator of the distur-
bance covariance under the constraint of persymmetry. Moreover, in [64], the
aforementioned property is exploited to devise an adaptive detector for multi-
band signals in the presence of homogeneous Gaussian disturbance.
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We deal with adaptive detection of a signal known up to a scaling factor in
the presence of partially homogeneous disturbance [65, 66] with persymmetric
covariance matrix. We evaluate the Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test (GLRT)
and compare its performance with the unstructured GLRT which does not ex-
ploit the persymmetry property. This last detector is the Adaptive Coherence
Estimator (ACE) [65], also known as the Adaptive Normalized Matched Filter
(ANMF) [67].
3.2.1 Problem Formulation and Design issues
Assume that data are collected by 	 sensors and let  be the complex vector
of the samples where the presence of the useful signal is sought (primary data).
As in [8], we suppose that a secondary data set 

,   	     (  	 ), is
available, that each of such snapshots does not contain any useful signal, and
exhibits the same covariance structure as the primary data.
The detection problem to be solved can be formulated in terms of the fol-
lowing binary hypotheses test












  


 

 + 	    




  

 


 

 + 	    
(3.50)
where  is an unknown deterministic parameter.
As to the disturbance components, we assume that  and 

’s, + 
	     , are independent complex circular zero-mean Gaussian vectors with
covariance matrix given by

  

 

  




  0
 +  	    
(3.51)
where 0 . . Moreover, we suppose that 
 is a positive definite hermitian
and persymmetric matrix, namely, it belongs to the set  defined as

   if 
  
 
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 is the permutation matrix, i.e.
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Finally we suppose that the steering vector 

exhibits a persymmetric struc-
ture, namely it complies with the equation 

 


.
According to the Neyman-Pearson criterion, the optimum solution to the
hypotheses testing problem (3.50), is the Likelihood Ratio Test; but, for the
case at hand, it cannot be implemented since total ignorance of the parameters
, 
, and 0 is assumed. We resort, instead, to the GLRT decision scheme
which is tantamount to replace the unknown parameters with their maximum
likelihood estimates under each hypothesis, based upon the entirety of data
[68].
Subsequent developments require specifying the complex multivariate pro-
bability density function (pdf) of the   	 vectors 

    
#
under both
hypotheses. Previous assumptions imply that the joint pdf can be written as
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. Exploiting the persymmetry of
 we can write the exponent in (3.52) as
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
. Analogously, the exponent of (3.53) can be recast as
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The GLRT is the following decision rule
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which, substituting the multivariate Gaussian density functions (3.52) and
(3.53), and maximizing the numerator and the denominator over 
 (under
the constraint 
  ), after some algebra, yields [63]
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where  is a suitable modification of the original threshold. The minimization
of the denominator over 

can be performed exploiting the results of [69]
[formula (2-34)]. Precisely the minimum is achieved when
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It follows that the GLRT can be recast as
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where  is the    identity matrix. Moreover, letting
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(3.59) can be compactly written as
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In order to minimize the numerator and the denominator of the left hand side
of (3.62) we prove the following proposition:
Proposition 1. Denote by a full rank positive definite    matrix. The
solution to the problem
-0  #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 (3.63)
where #
2
  denotes the value of 0 which minimizes the argument, is
given by
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Proof. Notice that
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Evaluating the derivative of the right hand side of the above expression and
equating it to zero yields the following equation
   	    0
 
 $tr  0 	   (3.66)
The positive solution of (3.66) provides the minimizer -0.
Exploiting the result of Proposition 1, we come up with the following ex-
pression for the GLRT
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Remarkably the GLRT (3.67), referred to in the sequel as the Persymmetric
GLRT (P-GLRT), ensures the Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) property
with respect to both the parameters
 and 01.
3.2.2 Performance Analysis
This section is devoted to the performance analysis of the P-GLRT both in
terms of false alarm probability (
	
) and detection probability (

). We also
compare the performance of the P-GLRT with the ACE, namely the GLRT de-
signed without the assumption of covariance persymmetry. Since closed form
expressions for the 


and the 

are not available for the P-GLRT we evalu-
ate them resorting to standard Monte Carlo techniques based on 
3

and 
3

independent trials, respectively. Moreover, in order to limit the computational
burden, we set 


 	
 
. In the simulations we consider an exponentially-
shaped disturbance covariance, namely the  / : entry of the matrix 
 is
equal to


%
 
 
>
	 	

where >   is the one-lag correlation coefficient and   is the common
variance of the disturbance quadrature components. Finally we assume 


	     	

.
In Figure 3.2.2 we show the detection performance of the P-GLRT versus
the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), i.e.
SNR   



 


 (3.68)
for 	  
 and several values of  . The performance of the ACE is plotted
too. The curves highlight that for a small number of training data the P-GLRT
outperforms the ACE (for instance if   	 and 

  the performance
1The proof of the CFAR behavior parallels the derivations [64, Appendix B]. The only
difference is that the new receiver, under the  
 
hypothesis, exibits a further scale invariance
with respect to a multiplication of the secondary data by a common factor.
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Figure 2.2.2. 

versus SNR of the P-GLRT (dotted-marked curves) and ACE
(solid curves) for 	  
, 
	
 	
 
, and  as a parameter.
gain is about  dB). However the gain reduces as  increases and, for  
, the performances of the two receivers are practically coincident. In other
words, when there is a sufficient number of training data, it is not necessary to
exploit the structural information about the disturbance covariance to obtain a
reliable estimate of this parameter [71].

Chapter 4
Distributed Aperture Radars

ecent works have shown the benefit of the joint use of distributed aper-
ture radars and waveform diversity [72, 73]. The large baseline of the
distributed aperture radar results in improved angular resolution compared to
the resolution of a monolithic system, at cost of grating lobes or high side-
lobes. The system under consideration is a very sparse array of sub-apertures
placed thousands of wavelengths apart. Each sub-aperture of the array trans-
mits a unique waveform, orthogonal to the signals transmitted by the others;
to achieve time orthogonality we use pulses that do not overlap in the time
domain. Each aperture receives all the transmitted signals, but, due to the or-
thogonality assumption, each signal can be treated independent of the others.
Waveform diversity is achieved using multiple signals characterized by diffe-
rent pulse durations.
A very important issue arising from the work in [72] and [73] is that, due
to the very long baseline, both signals and interference sources are not in the
far field of the antenna array. For this configuration, the spatial steering vector
depends not only on signal angle of arrival but also on the distance between
receiver and target. To take in account this range dependency, some works
model the steering vector as a function of the curvature radius of the wave [57],
modifying the phase shift contributed to each antenna element. However, as
outlined in [72], to take in account the waveform diversity for the interesting
case of distributed aperture radars, instead of using phase shifts to model the
delay of wave propagation through the array, the processing scheme requires
true time delay between the widely distributed antennas. Previous work such
as described above has focused on frequency diversity to enable orthogonal
transmissions from each element in the distributed array. However, frequency
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diversity raises the difficult issue of coherent processing across a wide fre-
quency range. In this chapter a system, using an alternative approach based
on time orthogonal waveforms with differing pulse durations to achieve diver-
sity, is proposed. Waveform diversity using varying FM rates was proposed
in [74] in the context of target tracking. In addition, the distributed radar prob-
lem is inherently multistatic with multiple radars illuminating the area of inte-
rest, and also receiving and potentially processing all these transmissions. A
true development of STAP for distributed apertures will therefore include both
monostatic [7] and bistatic configurations [75, 76].
The interference is modeled as a sum of noise and clutter; the clutter con-
tribution is modeled as the sum of several low power interference sources [7],
each with a range dependent contribution. A well known problem in bistatic
radar [77] is that clutter Doppler center is range dependent due to the relative
motion between antennas and interference source. This dependency signifi-
cantly degrades the achievable performance of the receiver and must be taken
in account for effective clutter suppression.
The first goal of this chapter is to develop a new model for waveform di-
versity for distributed aperture radars with time-orthogonal waveforms. In this
regard, this work represents a continuation in the research about waveform
diversity for distributed aperture radars and also an effort on the bistatic and
multistatic STAP applied to distributed aperture. The time orthogonal wave-
forms, just like with frequency diversity, allows for independent processing of
each transmit-receive combination. A companion paper focuses on the case
of time-overlapping transmissions with differing pulse widths [78]. Based on
previous results, in this work, we introduce a new waveform diversity model
that involves the pulse duration instead of the frequency diversity proposed
in [72]. The second goal of this part of the work is to characterize the im-
pact of clutter non-stationarity due to the bistatic problem in the context of
waveform diversity. We analyze the effect of the clutter Doppler frequency
non-stationarity and the performance improvement achievable applying spe-
cific techniques to counteract it. In particular, we use the Joint Domain Lo-
calised (JDL) algorithm. The JDL algorithm was first introduced by Wang and
Cai [79] to transform the data from the space-time domain to the angle-Doppler
domain. Adaptive processing is restricted to a localised domain, significantly
reducing the degrees of freedom while retaining maximal gain against thermal
noise. In developing the JDL algorithm the authors assumed an array of ideal,
isotropic point sensors. In such a case, space-time data are transformed to
angle-Doppler data using a two dimensional discrete Fourier transform (DFT).
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When applying the JDL to measured data a crucial assumption in [79] is in-
valid: the elements of a real array cannot be point sensors. A more general
formulation is in [80] and we resort to that one. This model resorts to a trans-
formation matrix; the formulation made by Cai and Wang coincides with this
one in the ideal condition. The transformation matrix is a Kronecker product
involving the spatial and temporal steering vectors. The data are converted
from the space-time domain to the angle-Doppler domain by the multiplica-
tion between this matrix and the data vectors.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we introduce the system
and interference models without taking in account the range dependancy of
the clutter. In Section 4.2 we introduce the problem of the non-stationarity of
the environment and we describe the JDL algorithm applied to our model. In
Section 4.3 a brief proof of the CFAR behavior of the developed receiver is
provided. Section 4.4 presents numerical simulations of the system of interest.
4.1 System Model
The system under consideration is a ground based distributed aperture radar
attempting to detect low flying targets. The elements of the array are widely
separated from each others and are placed thousand of wavelengths apart. Due
to the big distances between elements, both target and interference sources
are in the near-field of the antenna array. In fact, given an antenna array of
aperture ; operating at wavelength , the distance  to the far-field must
satisfy the conditions (3.14) which, using typical values for distributed radars,
;=200m and =0.03m, imply that the far field distance begins at a distance of
approximately 2700km. It is evident that for many practical applications both
signals and interference source might not be in the far field. In this case the
steering vector depends on both angle and range, while in the far-field model
it depends only on the angle of arrival.
The system is composed of 	 sub-aperture that are both receiver and tran-
smitter. Each sub-aperture transmits a unique waveform, orthogonal to the
others and differentiated on the shape, and receives all the transmitted signals.
To achieve orthogonality and waveform diversity, the signals don’t overlap in
the time domain and the pulse durations are different. Fig. 4.1 presents an
example with 3 transmitting elements and 2 pulses per element;   denotes
the transmitting element. The sensors are located in the    plane at the
points  
 
 
 
    	     	 and transmit a coherent stream of  linear FM
pulses, with common frequency 

, common pulse repetition interval (PRI)
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Figure 4.1: Time orthogonal signals with different pulse duration and
common PRI.


, common bandwidth  but different pulse durations, that is, the slope of
instantaneous frequency varies among the 	 transmitted signals. All 	 ele-
ments receive and process all 	 incoming signals, that is, if  pulses are used
in a coherent pulse interval (CPI), the overall return signal over time, space,
and waveform can be written as a 	  -length vector.
Due to the orthogonality of the signals, the receiver processes
each incoming signal independently from the others and uses true time
delay to focus on a look-point  ?

 @

 <

. Denote as ;
 


 ?

 
 

 
  @

 
 

 
  <

 A
 

  the distance between the look point
 ?

 @

 <

 and the   element. The true time delay used by the receiver /
is [72]





;

 ;


 (4.1)
where B  	     	 and  is the speed of light. Delaying the signals using this
amount means aligning them in the space domain to the most far element of
the array respect of the look-point; in fact, in this way the propagation delay
over the array is nullified.
Let us denote by  the complex vector of the samples from the range cell
where the presence of the useful target is sought (primary data). As in [8] we
suppose that a secondary data set 

 +  	     is available (  	 	),
that each of such snapshots does not contain any useful target echo and exhibits
the same covariance matrix as the primary data. The interference is composed
by thermal noise and clutter.
The detection problem to be solved can be formulated in terms of the fol-
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lowing binary hypotheses test
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(4.2)
where  is the useful signal,  is the clutter contribution,  the noise contri-
bution for the primary data, 

is the null hypothesis and 

is the useful
hypothesis; we use the same notation for the secondary data. Let us explore
the signal and the interference models.
4.1.1 Signal model
The signal sent by the   element of the array is

 
   !
 
 "
 
 
 (4.3)
where # is a random phase and !
 
  is the complex envelope of the FM pulse
given by
!
 
  
 


!
 
 

 (4.4)
where !
 
  is the envelope of the single pulse. The signal sent is reflected
by the target and it is received by all the sub-apertures. The signal received at
the / receiver is

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 (4.5)
where 

is the amplitude (the phase # is also included), 
 
is the Doppler
frequency relative to the   transmission and $
* 
is the total trip delay, due
to the delay from the   transmitter to the look point  ?
*
 @
*
 <
*
 plus the
delay from the last one to the / receiver
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The received signal (4.5) can be delayed by the amount 

, so that the same
range gate is used at all elements. After delaying, the signal is down converted
and it becomes

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
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  
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Applying matched filter the signal becomes
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where $

 

 $
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

and '
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 $  is the ambiguity function relative
to the   transmission evaluated for the delay  

 $
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. Note
that the total delay $
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The signal determined in this way has to be evaluated for   
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
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 
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and this yields to
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The generic sample can be written as
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The 	   	 steering vector relative to the   transmission is composed by
all the samples over the indices / and 
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We can introduce the temporal steering vector 	
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 and the spatial steering
vector 
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where and
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 
 
 

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(4.16)
is the normalised Doppler frequency relative to the   transmission and
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is the vector of the spatial frequencies relative to the   transmission. Finally,
we can express the steering vector as
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4.1.2 Interference model
The interference is due to thermal noise and clutter. Clutter and noise are
independent each other.
We assume that the noise components  and 

 +  	     are in-
dependent complex circular Gaussian vectors with zero mean and covariance
matrix given by
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 (4.19)
As in [7] the clutter is modeled as a sum of many low power sources. An
artifact placed in
#

"
 
"
 A
"
$
reflects the incoming wave given by (4.3). The
received signal at the / element due to the   transmission reflected by the
,
 artifact is
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where C
 "
is a random amplitude that includes also the random phase, 
 "
is
the Doppler frequency relative to the , artifact and the   transmission and
$
 "
is the total delay from the   transmitter to the , artifact plus the delay
from the last one to the / receiver
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The artifact is not necessary located at the look point. Note that the return
due to the target not from the look point is included in the clutter sources.
The figure 4.2 shows the total trip delay involving the look-point and the one
involving the artifact position. The received signal due to the artifact is treated
at the same way of the signal due to the target. Making the same analysis of
the previous subsection, we can write the final signal due to the artifact, after
delaying, down conversion and matched filtering, as
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like the Eq. (4.8); note that the only differences are in the total trip delay $
 "
used instead of $
* 
, in the Doppler frequency 
 "
instead of 
 
and in the
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Figure 4.2: Total trip delays involving the target (solid line) and the
artifact (dashed line).
amplitude C
 "
instead of 

. The generic element at the / receiver, due to the
 
 transmission and to , artifact and at the  pulse can be written as
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We need the covariance matrix of the interference that is unknown. So we
estimate it from the environment using the secondary data. Estimating the
covariance matrix involves sampling 
 "
at the range gates straddling the
look point’s range gate. The time of the samples is given by
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* 
 

 +
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(4.24)
where the integer +   , where  denotes the rounding off
to the lower integer and  denotes the rounding off to the higher integer.
Sampling the received signal in Eq. (4.22) every 

yields to
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Summing over all the 	

unambiguous interference sources we can write the
sample relative to the   transmission, the / receiver, the  pulse and the
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 secondary range gate
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In the same way of the previous subsection we can assemble these samples
to obtain the 	 -length steering vector of the clutter 
 
relative to the  
transmission and the + range cell
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4.1.3 STAP implementation
We can now implement a space-time-adaptive-processing (STAP) involving
the modified sample matrix inversion (MSMI) [11] statistic for target detec-
tion. As usual, we estimate the interference covariance matrix from secondary
data. Due to the orthogonality the covariance matrix is block-diagonal
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where

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#


#
	

 


 
is the   block of the matrix in (4.28) and is relative to the   transmission.
The vectors 
 
are the secondary data collected from the environment for the
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 
 transmission; they include the additive Gaussian noise beyond the clut-
ter. The extreme points are 

  and 
)
 . Due to the
independence of noise and clutter contributions, the matrix is
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where 

 
is the clutter covariance matrix relative to the   transmission.
Note that the noise contribution is independent from the transmission index.
Using the matrices defined in (4.28) we can calculate the weight vectors for
each bistatic problem
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involving the space-time steering vector 
 
; these are the space-time steering
vector of each transmission, related to the 	  -length steering vector of all
the transmissions by
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Finally, the coherent output statistic is
MSMI 
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where 
 
is the received signal for the   transmission. Note that the statis-
tic assumes coherence across all the transmissions. This is possible because,
unlike the frequency diversity case of [72], all transmissions share a common
center frequency.
4.2 Clutter non-stationarity
One of the advantages of the orthogonal signaling is the independent treatment
of each signal at the receiver. The orthogonality implies that the initial multi-
static problem divides into individual bistatic problems and we can use results
from the bistatic theory for our treatment. In particular, the non-stationary na-
ture of ground-based clutter in bistatic airborne radar is well known [77]; in
this configuration the motion of either transmitter and receiver causes the range
dependency of the clutter. In our system the motion is due to the artifact, while
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both transmitter and receiver are ground-based and we have to reconsider the
bistatic problem in the context of the waveform diversity. As demonstrated
in [72] this non-stationarity affects the output of the STAP processor. The ba-
sic hypothesis of the space-time adaptive processing is the stationarity of the
environment. In fact, the secondary data are collected from range gates close
to the one under test and are used to estimate the covariance matrix of the inter-
ference; the good quality of this estimation depends on the stationarity of the
environment. Due to the range dependency of the clutter Doppler frequency,
this hypothesis is no longer valid. So, it is important to study this phenomenon.
Fig. 4.3 shows the geometry of the system, where Ar is the artifact,  is the
artifact velocity, 

, 

and 
4
are, respectively, the elevation angles of the
transmitter-artifact path, the receiver-artifact path and the artifact velocity, 

,


and 
4
are, respectively, the azimuth angles of the transmitter-artifact path,
the receiver-artifact path and the artifact velocity. The coordinate system cho-
sen is a locale coordinate system, with the  axis coinciding with the base-
line and the origin centered in the receiving site; it is not converted into the
North-referenced coordinate system introduced in chapter 2. This choice is
reasonable while transmitter and receiver are ground-based antennas and thus
the locale coordinate system does not change due to position change of the an-
tennas. Note that each clutter source of the ball has the same velocity vector .
The direction of the interference sources is fixed and determined by the angles

4
and 
4
. The clutter Doppler frequency due to the motion is


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The threesome transmitter/receiver/scatterer Ar identifies the bistatic plane; so,
for each couple transmitter/receiver there is a different plane. It is detected by
the couple of axes  

and is characterized by the elevation angle 

respect
of the reference . The isorange contour, which lies in this plane, is shown
in the Fig. 4.4; it is an ellipse with foci the transmitter and the receiver, major
axis  and minor axis 4 

 
 
 
 
 where  is the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver. We can use the points of this ellipse to evaluate the
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Figure 4.3: Geometry of bistatic ground radar.
Doppler frequency of the scatterer along the isorange contour; each evaluating
point of the ellipse is characterized by the azimuth angle 
!
, used to make a
space sampling along the isorange contour. This choice makes comparable the
plots concerning different ellipses. To evaluate the range dependency we need
to change the contour. A new ellipse is defined changing only the major axis;
the new axis is defined as
 

    $

 (4.37)
where  is the light speed and $

is the pulse width. Fig 4.5 plots the Doppler
frequency of the clutter (4.33) for different range cells in function of the az-
imuth angle in the bistatic plane. It is evident the non-stationarity of the clutter
Doppler frequency.
4.2.1 JDL algorithm for distributed aperture radars
To improve the performance of the STAP algorithm over that given in [72]
we account for the clutter non-stationarity by modifying the STAP process-
ing [77]. Given the limited sample support available we use the reduced di-
mension Joint Domain Localized (JDL) algorithm. Using this algorithm we
convert the samples from the space-time domain to the angle-Doppler domain.
This algorithm is well known and some works have shown the performance
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Figure 4.4: Bistatic plane with bistatic ellipse.
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Figure 4.5: Clutter Doppler frequency plotted for different range cells.
It is evident the non-stationarity of this feature of the clutter.
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improvement achievable using it in non-stationary environments [79, 83, 84].
References [83, 84] are the first which studied the need of the limited training-
data size of the localized adaptive processing in non-homogeneous and non-
stationary environments; they also have shown that it outperforms the fully
adaptive processing in these particular cases. Their authors use a two di-
mensional DFT to convert the data from the space-time domain to the angle-
Doppler one. This formulation is possible assuming that the receiving antenna
is an equi-spaced linear array of isotropic, ideal, point sensors. When applying
the JDL algorithm to real systems, this crucial assumption is no longer valid;
the elements of a real array cannot be point sensors. Furthermore, the assump-
tion of linear equi-spaced array is restrictive [80]. Both the two hypotheses can
not be applied to the case under consideration of distributed aperture radars.
We need to resort to a more general formulation [80].
The JDL algorithm has also a practical implication; a system with 	 ele-
ments and  pulses per coherent processing interval (CPI) needs all the 	
degrees of freedom to estimate the interference covariance matrix with the
aim of minimizing the expected squared error with respect to the desired sig-
nal [85]. In practice, an accurate estimate requires about 	 to 	 inde-
pendent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) secondary data samples [86]. Obtaining
such a large number of i.i.d. samples is difficult, if not impossible in some
situations. Furthermore, even if the required samples are available, the com-
putation expense is very high. So, reducing the domain dimensionality makes
practicable the processor in some situations.
Using the JDL algorithm the number of adaptive unknowns is reduced
from 	 in the original domain to 




in the angle-Doppler domain, where



and 

are, respectively, the number of angle bins and Doppler bins cho-
sen; Fig. 4.6 presents a pictorial view of the processing scheme, where the bin
marked as “Signal” indicates the target location in angle-Doppler domain. As
in [80] we can convert the samples using a transformation matrix 
 
for each
transmission. In general the transformation from the space-time domain to the
angle-Doppler domain is an inner product with a space-time steering vector.
The transformation matrix for the   transmission is defined as
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 
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 
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 
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 
 (4.38)
where the vector !
 
is the vector of Doppler frequencies normalized by the
PRF, centered at the Doppler of the target and spaced by 	 and "
 
is the
vector of the spatial frequencies for the different angles of arrivals; here we
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Figure 4.6: Localized processing region in angle-Doppler domain for
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=3.
assume an angle variation in azimuth equal to
   	
and we need to evaluate the relative propagation delays from point defined by
the new angle. Each element of the 	 -length vector "
 
has to be evaluated
considering the round trip delay from the   transmitter to the / receiver
through the new look point defined from  ?
*
 @
*
 <
*
 changing only the az-
imuth angle by the amount 	 ; the point is detected in the space by the
same elevation angle 

of the target and the same distance from the origin of
coordinates system to the target. The transformation matrix is so defined
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where $
* 
is the delay for the path from the   transmitter to the / re-
ceiver through the point which azimuth angle is 

 &	 and which eleva-
tion angle is the same as the target. For example, if 


=3 and 

=3 this matrix
is
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We can now define the vectors in the angle-Doppler domain using the ma-
trix  defined above. The relevant transformation is a pre-multiplication with
 	   




 transformation matrix 
 
. The steering vector and the received
signal for the   transmission in the angle-Doppler domain are respectively
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where the subscript aD denotes the vector in the angle-Doppler domain. At
the same way we can convert the secondary data in the angle-Doppler domain

 

 
 

 
(4.45)
needed to evaluate the covariance matrix of the interference in the angle-
Doppler domain
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and the weight vector
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 (4.47)
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We can now evaluate the decision statistic in the angle-Doppler domain as like
as in (4.32) for the space-time domain
MSMI
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In Fig. 4.7 the block diagram of the JDL transformation for the   is shown.
4.3 CFAR behavior
We now show that the MSMI test statistic developed in Sec. 4.1 is independent
of the true interference covariance matrix under hypotheses 

and this gives
it a constant false alarm rate.
The interference is composed by two contributions, clutter and noise. As
reported previously, the noise is Gaussian colored noise with zero mean and
covariance matrix

 
and this holds for each transmission. The clutter therm
is characterized by a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance ma-
trix 

 
for each transmission [87]. The two contributions are uncorrelated,
as reported in Eq. (4.29), for each transmission. We can conclude that the in-
terference contribution #
 
 
 
 
 
is a Gaussian random vector with zero
mean and covariance matrix 

 
. Let now be 
 
 

 . 
 

 
the whitened
data vector and  
 


 . 
 
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 
the “whitened” steering vector; the test statis-
tic (4.32) can be written as
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where the matrix $

 
 

 . 
 



 


 . 
 
is subject to the complex
Wishart distribution with parameter  , 	 and , which is denoted as
=D  	 %  [88].
Now we define a unitary transform that rotates the whitened signal vector
into the first elementary vector
4%
 
 &

 
 
 
 %
 
 	      

 (4.50)
The first column of &
 
is the vector  
 
and the others  	  	 ones form
an arbitrary orthonormal basis of the orthogonal complement of the subspace
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Figure 4.7: Block diagram of the JDL transformation for the   trans-
mission. Only the primary data are considered.
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spanned by the vector  
 
. Then the test (4.49) becomes
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where '
 
 &

 

 
and (
 
 &

 
$


 
&
 
. The vector '
 
is Gaussian dis-
tributed with zero mean and covariance matrix  under 

hypotheses and the
matrix (
 
is distributed =D  	 % .
The actual covariance matrix does not appear in the test statistic or in the
underlying density functions; the test statistic is so independent of both the
structure and the level of the true covariance and so it is a CFAR test.
We can repeat the analysis made above for the test statistic defined in (4.32)
for the one defined in (4.48) applying the JDL algorithm to the classic MSMI.
The only difference is that the vectors are now defined by a linear transfor-
mation of the initial vectors, as reported in Eq. (4.43), (4.44), (4.45). This
transformation does not change the statistical distribution of the vectors; there-
fore we can repeat the previous analysis substituting the vectors 
 
and 
 
and the matrix 

 
respectively with 
 

, 
 

and 

 

. So the CFAR
behavior holds also for this test statistic.
4.4 Numerical simulations
In this section we present the results of numerical simulations using the mod-
els developed in Sec. 4.1 and in Sec. 4.2. Results reported in [72] had demon-
strated the importance of the use of waveform diversity for distributed aperture
radars in order to deal with the problem of the grating lobes. Since the steering
vectors are range dependent, the beampattern is a plot of the signal strength
versus the transverse coordinate. The range dependency implies a small decay
in the grating lobes level further away from the target location ?

. However,
this decay is inadequate for target detection. Using frequency diversity pro-
posed in [72] it is possible to eliminate the grating lobes. We expect that using
waveform diversity model the grating lobes are smaller than that achievable
with frequency diversity model and a clear target identification is preserved.
We expect also that the application of the JDL algorithm, which takes in ac-
count for the non-stationarity of the environment, improves the achievable per-
formances in terms of an improved detection probability.
The experiments use the common parameters shown in the Table 4.1. In
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
N 9 M 3

'
10E9 
	7
100E9
B 10MHz 

10GHz
PRI 

INR 50dB
Target Velocity 50m/s Target SNR 10dB
?

476.9158m @

-59.9566m
<

200km 	

200
Table 4.1: Common parameters for the simulations.
the table 
'
and 
	7
represent the minimum and the maximum pulse
duration respectively; the pulse repetition time (PRI) is


 
 

 
    (4.52)
where     is the   pulse duration equal to
     
'
  

	7
 
'
	  	
 (4.53)
The array elements are uniformly distributed in the    plane on a square
   grid. INR is the Interference-to-Noise Ratio.
4.4.1 Need for waveform diversity
In this subsection we report an analysis obtained using the model without the
application of the JDL algorithm; the decision statistic used is reported in
(4.32). These first results allow us to analyze the impact of the proposed wave-
form diversity model on the system performances without the improvement
achievable with the JDL algorithm. In this way it is possible to understand how
the proposed model counters the grating lobes and which is the corresponding
detection capability.
Fig. 4.8 plots the output of the matched filter along the radial z-direction.
The target is at a range of 200km in the radial z-direction. The output shows
low grating lobes for many values of the range, but it is very asymmetric due to
the range dependency of the clutter that affects the estimation of the covariance
matrix. Fig. 4.9 plots similar results along the transverse x-direction. The
target is at a range of 476.9158m in the transverse x-direction. The output of
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the matched filter is more regular and symmetric than the one in the radial
direction.
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Figure 4.8: Matched filter processing along the radial Z-direction. In-
cludes interference.
Fig. 4.10 plots the modified sample matrix inversion (MSMI) statistic over
the radial z-direction. All interference range cells are used to estimate the
interference covariance matrix. The target is very clearly identified, even using
only 3 pulses and 9 antenna elements, due to the narrow lobe centered at 200km
in range, that is, at the target range. Fig. 4.11 plots similar results along the
transverse x-direction. In this case the target in not clear identifiable and the
system shows a performance decay.
These plots show that the waveform diversity model used allows a good
target detection in the radial z-direction and a good response to the grating
lobes [89].
4.4.2 Need for JDL algorithm
In this subsection we analyze the performance improvements achievable intro-
ducing the JDL algorithm in the model. For this purpose a comparison between
the decision statistic obtained using the waveform diversity (4.32) and the one
obtained applying the JDL algorithm (4.48) is conducted. In this way it is pos-
sible to study the benefits due to the use of the reduced dimension domain. At
the same time we also compare these performances with that ones achievable
using the frequency diversity model in [73] to analyze the achievable improve-
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Figure 4.9: Matched filter processing along the transverse X-direction.
Includes interference.
ments with respect to this signal model. In the following, we indicate the de-
cision statistic in [73] as F-MSMI (Frequency MSMI), the one obtained using
the waveform diversity model in (4.32) as W-MSMI (Waveform MSMI) and
the last one obtained introducing the JDL algorithm in (4.48) as JW-MSMI
(JDL Waveform MSMI).
Fig. 4.12 shows the probabilities of detection versus the Signal to Interfe-
rence plus Noise ratio SINR
SINR 
 

 

 

 

 


 
 

 
(4.54)
achievable with the three decision statistics. The solid line represents the pro-
bability of detection of F-MSMI, the star-marked the probability of detection
of W-MSMI and the dashed line the probability of detection of JW-MSMI. It
is evident the improvement achievable. The JW-MSMI outperforms the others
and the W-MSMI is better than the F-MSMI. In particular, for probability of
detection equal to 0.9 the performance gain between JW-MSMI and W-MSMI
is around 4 dBs and around 8 dBs between JW-MSMI and F-MSMI. The be-
haviour of the curves highlights that the range dependency of the covariance
matrix limits the achievable performance. It is remarkable that the gain be-
tween JW-MSMI and W-MSMI is achieved with a low dimension reduction;
in fact, the dimension of the steering vectors is 27 in the space-time domain
and 9 in the angle-Doppler domain. It is evident that all the statistics need
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Figure 4.10: MSMI statistic along the radial Z-direction. Includes
interference.
a low SINR to achieve a good probability of detection; the distributed aper-
ture radars use all the incoming signals and for this reason the needed SINR is
lower than the one in a monostatic or bistatic radar [90].
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Figure 4.11: MSMI statistic along the transverse X-direction. Includes
interference.
Figure 4.12: Probability of detection versus the SNR. The solid line
represents the F-MSMI; the star-marked the W-MSMI; the dashed one
the JW-MSMI.

Conclusions
In this thesis, the space-time adaptive processing in presence of mismatches
has been analyzed. It is based on multiple receiving elements and multiple
pulses, used to detect a target in presence of disturbance; the disturbance is
always composed by thermal noise and may contain clutter and/or jamming
. The mismatches considered are mutual coupling, near-field effects, insuffi-
cient size of the sample support and non-stationarity of the environment. The
mutual coupling, due to the physical dimension of the antenna elements, con-
sists of the reflection and re-irradiation of part of the impinging energy from
an antenna to the others; all the elements of the array receive the contributes
from the neighbors together to the wave scattered from the target. It is absent
only in ideal condition of point antenna. The near-field effects are not always
present, while they are caused by the dimension of the array; if the array has
high dimension, the distance for the application of the far-field model is very
high and in many practical situations both target and interference sources can
not be considered in the far-field if the array. The space-time adaptive process-
ing uses data, called secondary data, from range gates near to the one under
test to estimate the unknown interference covariance matrix. The sample sup-
port has to be enough big to ensure a good estimation; the number of range
gates used for the estimate has to be very bigger than the number of antenna
elements in the array. The estimate operation is possible until the environment
is stationary, i.e. the interference samples from range gates different from the
one under test share the same statistical characteristics. This hypothesis is no
more valid in some scenarios, like the bistatic or multistatic radars due to the
relative motion between interference sources and antenna elements.
Starting from two receivers present in the open literature, the Generalized
Likelihood Ratio Test and the Adaptive Matched Filter, both derived under
ideal conditions of absence of mutual coupling, applicability of far-field model
and stationarity of the environment, new adaptive radar detectors are designed
and analyzed. In particular, new GLRT-based detectors, both one-step and
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two-step, are developed in conditions of mutual coupling and near-field effects
for uniform linear array; a one-step GLRT is developed for uniform linear ar-
ray also exploiting the characteristic of the environment to improve the radar
performance in presence of a small number of secondary data. Finally, a time-
orthogonal signaling scheme in presence of non-stationarity of the environ-
ment and near-field effects is developed for distributed aperture radars. This
two kinds of arrays differ basically on their dimensions; the uniform linear
array is a one-dimension array with uniform interelement spacing, while the
distributed aperture radars are spatial arrays with interelement spacing equal
to thousands of the operating wavelength.
All the quoted detectors are analyzed in terms of probability of detection
versus the Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio and are compared with the
conventional receivers. The performance analysis is conducted through Mon-
tecarlo simulations. It is useful to discuss shortly the different receivers devel-
oped, before conclude the work taking in account for all the quoted problems.
First, the one-step and two-step GLRT detectors for uniform linear arrays
in presence of mutual coupling and near-field effects are developed and an-
alyzed; they outperform the classic Kelly’s receiver and the AMF in some
situations of practical interest. Even if the two-step GLRT-based detectors are
less time consuming than the one-step GLRT-based receivers, they achieve the
same performance level for the chosen values of the parameters. Moreover the
importance of compensating both the mutual coupling and the near-field ef-
fects has been analyzed showing that, for the considered scenarios, the mutual
coupling is the predominant source of performance degradation.
Second, it has been considered the synthesis and the analysis of an adap-
tive detector for signals, known up to a scaling factor, embedded in partially-
homogeneous disturbance with persymmetric covariance matrix. At the design
stage it has been devised the P-GLRT, which ensures the CFAR property with
respect to the disturbance parameters. At the analysis stage the performance of
the new receiver, also in comparison with the unstructured GLRT which does
not exploit the covariance persymmetry, are analyzed. The results have shown
that the new receiver outperforms the unstructured GLRT in the presence of
a small number of secondary data, and achieves the same performance level
when the cardinality of the training set is sufficiently large. In conclusion, as
shown by [64] with reference to an homogeneous environment, persymmetry
turns out to be a suitable means to operate in the presence of a small number
of training data even when a scale mismatch between primary and secondary
data is present.
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Finally, the design and the analysis of a time-orthogonal waveform di-
versity model for distributed aperture radars ha been considered. The signal
model uses waveform diversity applied to distributed aperture radars; the cho-
sen signals have different pulse durations and they do not overlap in time to
achieve respectively waveform diversity and time-orthogonality. The orthogo-
nality allows to independently treatment of the signals at each receiver making
simple the decision statistic. Based on the realization that both target and in-
terference sources are in the near-filed of the antenna array, this paper uses a
data model based on true time delays. Furthermore, due to the relative mo-
tion between clutter and antennas, the clutter is not stationary. We took in
account for this range dependency of the interference sources converting the
data from space-time domain to angle-Doppler domain with the application
of the Joint Domain Localized (JDL) algorithm to the case of interest. The
detection capability of the new receiver si very good in the radial direction,
where the MSMI statistic shows a narrow and high lobe centered at the target
range, while in the transverse direction the system shows a performance decay
due to a test statistic without high lobes. The signaling scheme counteracts the
grating lobes for many values of the range, but it is very asymmetric due to the
range dependency of the interference. The probabilities of detection, analyzed
through Montecarlo techniques, show that the new processor outperforms the
a detector, present in the open literature, based on a frequency diversity model;
furthermore, they show also the influence of the range dependency of the in-
terference covariance matrix; the performances may be even improved taking
in account for this non-stationarity.
All the reported results show that the space-time adaptive processing are
sensitive to the quoted problems. It is thus of primary importance to take in
account for the non ideality conditions of many situations of practical interest.
The developed detectors are capable to detect a target in environment affected
by interference with good achievable performance, outperforming in all the
considered scenarios the conventional receivers.
Some considerations may be made for possible future research tracks. One
idea lies in developing detectors more general than those presented in this
work. First, the extension to the case of unknown (or partially known) mu-
tual coupling matrix as well as the generalization of the near-field model to
array geometries more complicated than the uniform linear array are interest-
ing points of view that enlarges the condition of applicability of the developed
detectors. Second, the time-orthogonal signaling scheme developed in chapter
3 is based on the orthogonality of the waves. It is interesting to analyze the ef-
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fect of the loss of the orthogonality. It is evident that the estimated covariance
matrix is no more block-diagonal and that some terms are different from zero
outside of the principal diagonal. Another idea is the development of a new
signaling scheme, differentiating the waveforms on more than one parameter,
using for example the pulse duration and the PRI. Finally a further analysis,
based on real data, is necessary for the final validation of the approaches.
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